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Abstract 
Recently, many research groups have put their efforts to investigate dilute 
magnetic semiconductor ( D M S ) in the rapidly developing field of spintroincs. One of the 
interesting material systems is the cobalt-doped titanium dioxide since it has been proven 
to be ferromagnetic and semiconducting at room temperature. It opens the door for the 
spill polarized magnetic material system in spintronics applications such as quantum 
computation. 
By using metal vapor vacuum arc ( M E V V A ) source, different doses of cobalt 
ions and iron ions were implanted separately into titanium dioxide thin films which were 
sputtered on SiOi (100 nm)/Si (100) substrates. Co-TiOz and Fe-Ti02 thin films at 
different atomic fraction of C o and Fe were made and thermal treatments at different 
temperatures were performed after the ion implantation. The structural properties of the 
anatase titanium dioxide were also studied as a comparison. 
R u t h e r f o r d b a c k s c a t t e r i n g s p e c t r o m e t r y ( R B S ) w a s p e r f o r m e d t o d e t e r m i n e t h e 
composition of cobalt and iron. T w o structural models, pure doping and doping with 
clusters, were proposed in the R B S fitting results mainly based on X ray diffraction 
( X R D ) results. The crystal structure of the thin films was mainly anatase as detected in 
i 
X R D spectra. X ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) and transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) were also measured on some of the samples. Vibrating sample 
magnetometer ( V S M ) was employed to study the magnetic properties of the cobalt-
implanted and iron-implanted films. Ferromagnetic behaviors of these films were 
observed at room temperature. Electrical properties were also studied based on van der 
Pauw technique. 
The microstructure and ferromagnetic properties of the films were emphasized 
and investigated as a function of the implant dose and annealing temperature. Highest 
saturation magnetization (Ms) values, 1.95 |1b / C o atom and 3.57 ilIb / Fe atom, were 
obtainable at 740 °C and corresponding to low spin and intermediate states respectively. 
A n oscillating effect in Ms-x plot cannot be explained by cluster formation alone. 
Doping effect should be involved in the films. 
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Chapter 1 .Introduction  
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview of Semiconductor spintronics 
1.1.1 Overview 
M o d e m semiconductor technology has been developed to a very advanced level 
nowadays. However, modern semiconductor electronics basically only employs the 
charge properties of electrons. The quantum mechanical aspect of an electron, its spin, 
has not been fully explored and employed in today's semiconductor industry. The 
progress of technology brings out a new concept of "quantum devices", which aims at 
correlating the charge and spin degree of freedom of electrons [1]. In this manner, 
information can be encoded in not only the electron's charge but also in its spin state, i.e. 
through the alignment of a spin (either "up" or "down") relative to a reference. This 
reference is usually the magnetization orientation of the ferromagnetic thin films. A 
new generation of semiconductor devices combining standard microelectronics with spin 
dependent effects can be introduced. Here, the spin dependent effect is attributed from 
the interaction between the spin of a charge carrier and the magnetic properties of the 
materials. This leads to the interest in dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs), which 
will be introduced in details in Session 1.2. 
In fact, semiconductor technology is so mature nowadays. Semiconductors are 
very important since semiconducting materials offer the possibility of new device 
functionalities by controlling the electrical properties of the device. Their conductivity 
can be varied in the range of several orders of magnitude by changing the doping 
concentrations, and their bandgaps can be easily engineered by the desired material 
composition. On the other hand, development in ferromagnetic systems has been 
-
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growing many years ago. A new idea of doping semiconductor host materials with 
magnetic impurity atoms can help to combine the well-developed semiconductor 
technologies with magnetic properties for the creation of new devices. These new 
functional devices are expected to have a number of advantages including non-volatility, 
increased data processing speed, decreased electric power consumption, and increased 
integration densities compared to conventional semiconductor devices. 
With the concept breakthrough as mentioned above by employing also the spin 
properties of carriers, the field of semiconductor "spintronics" (spin transport 
electronics) has begun to emerge. To realize actual applications, spin injection, transport 
and detection should be controlled above room temperature. In addition to the above-
mentioned applications in new functional devices, "spintronics" is also believed to be 
one of the key technologies promising for the realization of quantum computation [3’ 4]. 
These issues have become hot topics and attracted much attention in recent years. 
1.2 Dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) 
Dilute magnetic semiconductors ( D M S ) (also known as semimagnetic 
semiconductors (SMSC)) are semiconductors doped with a small amount of magnetic 
transition metals such as cobalt, iron, nickel, manganese. There are mainly three groups 
of D M S : II-VI [5-8], IV-VI [9, 10] or III-V [11, 12] compound D M S . D M S have 
attracted considerable attention because they have similar properties of their non-
magnetic counterpart semiconductors in the absence of external magnetic field, while 
they show significant changes in the presence of external magnetic field. Without the 
need of magnetic field, it is flexible to engineer their band gap by doping appropriate 
concentration of magnetic ions in order to make various device applications. Under an 
-
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applied magnetic field, the magnetic ions in D M S have a marked response to the 
magnetic field because of the spin-spin exchange interactions [13] between the magnetic 
moments of magnetic ions and the charge carriers. If the applied magnetic field is 
strong, there will be a new physical effect that the g-factor of D M S is effectively 
enhanced by as much as two orders of magnitude. 
1.2.1 Historical background 
The study of magnetic semiconductors was initiated by Methfessel [14] as well as 
by Austin and Elwell [15] in 1970. In 1970s, scientists attempted to enhance the weak 
magnetic properties of the classical semiconductors like Si, Ge, GaAs, etc. Their 
attempts were not successful. A great improvement was achieved until the presence of 
dilute magnetic semiconductors ( D M S ) at the beginning of 1980s. A n early review [5] 
reported about II-VI semiconductors, where a fraction of the cations was substituted by 
the transition metal Mn^^ ions. Later on, the investigations have been extended toward 
different magnetic ions as dopants in the II-VI host material, such as Fe [6’ 7] and C o [8]. 
The real breakthrough for the growth of dilute magnetic semiconductors was realized by 
epitaxial methods like molecular beam epitaxy ( M B E ) or metal-organic vapor phase 
epitaxy ( M O V P E ) . In 1989 Munekata et al. reported on (In, M n ) A s [11] grown by M B E 
as the first III-V based magnetic semiconductor. U p to that time, M n was considered to 
be the only acceptor for III-V semiconductors. In 1995，the magnetic properties of Mn-
based IV-VI D M S [10] were studied. 
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1.2.2 Their importance and significance 
After discussing the huge potential of semiconductor spintronics, we need to look 
into the basic requirements of spintronics devices. In traditional semiconductor 
technology, carrier injection in semiconductor, either optically or electrically, has been 
already realized. To be practical for utilizing electron spin to carry information, it is 
essential to be able to control the spin polarization of the electrons injected into the 
semiconductor. Since ferromagnetic metals can exhibit a spin dependent density of 
states at the Fermi energy [16], it is expected that a spin dependent transmission would 
occur at the interface between ferromagnet and semiconductor. Therefore some research 
groups have tried to use ferromagnet as spin injecting contacts in order to have an 
efficient injection of spin polarized electrons into semiconductors. However, all 
attempts were failed. The major obstacle is a mismatch of conductivities between the 
f e i T o m a g n e t a n d s e m i c o n d u c t o r [17], i . e . t h e r e i s a g r e a t d i f f e r e n c e b e t w e e n t h e 
resistance of the ferromagnet (Rfm) and the resistance of the semiconductor (Rsc) and the 
factor of Rfm/Rsc is as small as 10"^  to 10—4. The spin polarization of current density, ©s is 
given by [17], 
仅= = (1.1) 
•/T 十•/丄 ^SC 2 fi" I I —pi 
I Rs( J 
where jt and ji. are the spin up and spin down current densities, respectively, and P is the 
bulk spin polarization. It is clear that when the factor Rfm/Rsc is small, a is reduced. 
Thus the efficiency of spin injection from a ferromagnetic metal into the semiconductor 
is not enough [17 - 19]. 
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One possible solution to the problem of conductivity mismatch is searching for 
other candidates for spin injection. Theoretically, dilute magnetic semiconductors are 
good choices for this purpose since they have close to 100% spin polarization [19]. This 
sufficiently high spin polarization avoids the consideration of the mismatch of 
conductivities between two different materials. Although D M S can be a good injector, 
the realization of functional spintronic devices requires materials with ferromagnetic 
ordering at operational temperatures. The D M S systems so far reported in the last 
decade exhibit Curie temperatures Tc (magnetic ordering temperature) well below room 
temperature. The highest record of Tc made by H . Ohno et al. is about 110 K for M B E -
grown (Ga,Mn)As [20]. Therefore, scientists should seek a material system that can 
exhibit ferromagnetism at room temperature for the real applications. 
1.2.3 Material systems showing room temperature ferromagnetism 
Indeed, many scientists have been seeking D M S exhibiting room temperature 
ferromagnetism (RTFM) based on the prediction made by Diet! et al. [21] that Tc of 
some D M S can be higher than 110 K. Their effort has brought out several promising 
material systems for D M S exhibiting Tc above room temperature. These material 
systems are listed in Table 1.1 below. All these are very recent results reported within 
the past three years. 
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Table 1.1: Reported D M S exhibiting room temperature ferromagnetism. 
Material Baiidgap Synthesis Tc ( K ) T y p e Ref. 
Cdi.xMn,GeP2 1.72 Solid-phase reaction of >300 II-IV-V2 2 
evaporated M n 
(Ga’Mn)N Ja M n incorporated by 228-370 III-V 2 
diffusion  
(Ga,Mn)N 3 A M n incorporated during >300 III-V 2 ^ 
M B E ; n-type  
(Ga,Mn)N Ja M n incorporated during 940^ III-V 2~~  
M B E  
(Ga,Cr)N Ja Cr incorporated during >400 III-V 2 
^ ^  
7Ga,Cr)N 3.4 Bulk growth -280 III-V 
(Ga,Gd)N Ja G d incoiporated during ~ > 4 0 0 III^ 2 ~ 
M B E  
(Al, Cr)N — 6.2 Reactive co-sputtering >340 “ III-V 2 
Zni.xCoxO 3 . 1 - 3 . 6 C o incorporated during ~ > 3 0 0 Il-Vf 2 
PLpb; x~15%  
Zni.x(Coo.5Feo.5)xO - Reactive magnetron co- >300 II-VI。 22 
sputtering; x = 1 5 % 
Zni.xFexO:Cu - Bulk growth,;0<x<0.1 550 II-VI。— 23 
Tii.xCox02 ^ Anatase;x~7%; P L D or ~ > 3 8 0 Oxide 2 ^ 
O2 M B E d  
TiuxFcxOz ^ Reduced rutile grown Oxide 24 
by PLD; up to X = 8 % 
Ball milling method; ~ ~ ^ Oxide 
rutile  
(Ga，Mn)P:C ^ M n i n c o r p o r a t e d ^ >330 III-V 2 ^ 
implantation or M B E ; p  
〜1020cm-3  
(Zni.xMnx)GeP2 1.83-2.8~~Sealed ampule growth; m II-IV-V2 2 ^ 
insulating; x=5.6% 
(Zn,Mn)GeP2 < 2 . 8 ^ M n incoiporated by II-IV-V2 2 ~ 
diffusion  
ZnSnAs2 Mn-doped by 329 II-IV-V2 2 
Bridgman bulk growth  
ZnSiGeNz Mn-implanted epitaxial ~ - 3 0 0 II-IV-V2 2 ~ 
layer  
Al，Co:Cu20 2.05 Grown by P L D 300 ~ Oxide 
Zni.xCrxTe - M B E growth; ^ ^ H^VI 2 7 ~  
0<x<2Q%  
"Extrapolated from measurements up to - 7 5 0 K; ''PLD: Pulsed-laser deposition; Also oxide type; 
d MBE: Molecular beam epitaxy. 
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Most of the information on the material systems listed in Table 1.1 was adopted 
from a recent review article by S.J. Pearton et al [2]. The corresponding original 
references for these particular D M S material systems can be found in Ref. [2]. Most of 
the room temperature D M S mentioned can be divided into II-VI, III-V, II-IV-V2 and 
oxide type D M S . Table 1.2 below shows the Group II’ III, IV, V and VI elements, 
which are the components in the host materials of the room temperature D M S , according 
to the Periodic Table. 
Table 1.2: A part of the Periodic Table showing elements in the host materials of the 
room temperature D M S shown in Table 1.1. 
IIIB IVB V B VIB 
B C N O 
I V A IIB - Al ~ ~ ~ S i P — S 
Ti Zn — G a Ge ^ Se 
Zr C d In Sn Sb Te 
~ Hf I H g I TI I Pb I Bi I Po 
The ferromagnetic phenomenon comes from the doping of impurities into the host 
materials. For the material systems mentioned in Table 1.1，the impurities include 
cobalt (Co), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), chromium (Cr), tin (Sn) and Gadolinium (Gd). 
C o and Fe are ferromagnetic transition metals. M n and Cr are antiferromagnetic 
magnetic elements. G d is a rare-earth element showing a Curie temperature as low as 
293 K by itself. 
1.3 Cobalt (iron)-doped titanium dioxide as D M S 
A m o n g all wide band gap room temperature D M S mentioned in Table 1.1, cobalt-
doped titanium dioxide came earliest. The observation of R T F M in this material system 
was firstly reported by Y . Matsumoto et al. [28] in February 2001, and the samples were 
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grown by laser molecular beam epitaxy. This work has aroused great interest world-
wide [46-53, 61-74] to study this material system. Like other room temperature D M S , 
this material system can have potential applications in spintronics. Besides, it is 
colorless and transparent. These properties offer many more useful possible applications. 
For example, it can integrate transistor and magnetic memory functions into a thin-film 
display for the possibility of an electronic paper. [29] However, before w e actually come 
across the details of the cobalt (iron)-doped titanium dioxide, it is important to look into 
the structures and properties of its host material, TiCh. 
1.3.1 Structures and properties of titanium dioxide 
Titanium dioxide, TiO? sometimes called titania, is a transition metal oxide that 
has a fully filled Ti 3d orbital. It is a semiconductor with a wide band gap energy. 
Titanium is in octahedral coordination with O as TiOe units in all polymorphs. A variety 
of methods have been used to grow titanium dioxide thin films. They are magnetron 
sputtering [30-33], electron beam evaporation [34], vacuum arc deposition with a plasma 
immersion ion implantation machine [35], ion beam assisted deposition [36], 
metal organic chenical deposition ( M O C V D ) [37], furnace oxidation of evaporated 
titanium [38], rapid thermal oxidation of evaporated titanium [39], etc. 
There are three kinds of crystal structures of titanium dioxide polymorphs. They 
are rutile, anatase and brookite. Anatase and rutile form tetragonal crystals while 
brookite exists as orthorhombic crystals. A m o n g them, rutile is the most 
thermodynamically stable, well studied and commercially available crystal phase. Pure 
anatase is difficult to obtain in a bulk process since the anatase phase is not as 
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thermodynamically stable as the mtile phase. It is only possible to obtain anatase 
polymorph in thin film processing. The phase transformation from anatase to mtile 
occurs at about 800 °C [40]. The anatase and brookite phases exist as metastable phases 
below 〜800 The two most common and extensively studied polymorphs are the 
rutile and anatase. Their crystal structures are shown in Fig. 1.1. 
Fig. 1.1: Crystal structures for two most stable polymorphs of TiOz： (a) anatase; and (b) 
rutile [6]. 
Because of their different crystal structures, their densities and lattice parameters 
are different. The dielectric constants, refractive indices and band gap energies are also 
different. The numerical values of these parameters are listed in Table 1.3. Titanium 
dioxide (TiO?) has been widely used due to its outstanding optical, electrical and 
chemical properties. Its high dielectric constant and refractive index makes it an ideal 
material for future use in gate oxides in metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect 
transistor M O S F E T [33] or in optical coatings [41-43]. It has other unique and desirable 
physical properties like excellent optical transmittance in the visible and near-infrared 
region, high stability against chemical attack as well as wide band gap. Photocatalysts 
are materials, typically wide band gap semiconductors, which when activated by light 
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will greatly enhance the rates of chemical reactions but will not be consumed themselves. 
Titanium dioxide activated by near ultraviolet light has been widely used as a 
photocatalyst [32], owing to its effectiveness in promoting a wide range of important 
chemical processes and its own immunity against photochemical decomposition. The 
nonlinear optical properties of titanium dioxide have also attracted much attention [44， 
45]. 
Table 1.3: Properties of two polymorphs of titanium dioxide. 
Properties Anatase Rutile  
Magnetic properties Not found (but should be Diamagnetic [54] 
diamagnetic as rutile)  
Refractive index n 2.3 at 550 n m [55] 2.7 at 500 n m [38] 
2.55 at 380 n m [56] 
2.30 at 1.0 |Lim [56] 
Dielectric constant e(⑴） 31 (static, i.e. at (0=0) [57] 60-100 [58] 
89(丄 optical axis) [39], 
170 (//optical axis) [39] 
Band gap energy E g ( e V ) 3 . 2 [57, 59] 3.05 [57] 
3.0 [59] 
R o o m temperature Hall 4 0.1 
mobility [i (cmVV-s) [57] 20 (nonstoichiometric) 〜0.1 (reduced) 
Density (g/cm') [60] 3.84 一 4.25 
Crystal structure Tetragonal Tetragonal  
Lattice parameters [30] a = 3.785 A a = 4.593 A  
c ^ 9.514 A c = 2.959 A  
1.3.2 Various preparation techniques of cobalt (iroii)-doped titanium dioxide 
After the initial discovery of room temperature fen-omagnetism of cobalt-doped 
titanium dioxide thin films grown by laser molecular beam epitaxy (laser M B E ) [28], 
many research groups have studied Co-doped TiO: films prepared by either the same 
method or some other methods. Apart from laser M B E [28, 46, 47], other preparation 
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techniques employed include pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [48-53], oxygen-plasma-
assisted molecular-beam epitaxy ( O P A - M B E ) [61-64], sol-gel [65], co-sputtering [66-
68], soft chemical processing [69], liquid-delivery metalorganic chemical vapor 
deposition ( M O C V D ) [70] and ultraviolet-assisted pulsed laser deposition (UV-assisted 
P L D ) [71]. To our knowledge to date, however, the preparation and study of Co-doped 
Ti02 by ion implantation has not been reported. It should be noted that there is a major 
difference between the ion implantation technique and most other techniques for 
growing Co-doped TiCh thin films. Those techniques like molecular beam epitaxy, sol-
gel and co-sputtering grows the Tii.xCoxO〗 phase directly during the processes, while ion 
implantation grows it by adding cobalt into already prepared Ti02 thin films. In only 
two years, after the first publication there have been over twenty papers published on 
this Co-doped TiOz system. However, the reported results are quite diversified and one 
most controversial issue on the Co-doped Ti02 films is whether the origin of their 
feiTomagnetism comes from clustering of C o atoms in the films, or it is really due to the 
doping effect of C o atoms, or due to a combination of both effects. Table 1.4 
summarizes the findings observed in the Tii.xCoxOi thin films grown by different 
preparation techniques in the past two years. 
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Table 1.4: Summary of results on Co-doped Ti02 (Tii.xCoxCb) thin films prepared by 
different techniques. 
Synthesis Substrate used Polymorph R T M s C o at. % Any C o R e f 
( |LIB/CO) ( X ) clusters? 
Laser M B E ^ LaAlOs (001) Anatase ^ U p to N o 
SrTiOs (001) 8 % 
a-AbOs Rutile 0 - 5 % N ^ [4^ 
(1012) reported 
P L D SrTiOs (001) Anatase 1.7-2.2 4 % ^ [48,49] 
LaAlOs (001) Anatase 1.7 — 7 % “ Yes [511 
A I 2 O 3 (0001)~ Rutile 0.6 7 % N o  
LaAlOs (001)Anatase L ^ 7 % Y ^ 
SrTiOj (001) 
— O P A - M B E “ SrTiOs ( 0 0 A n a t a s e 1.26 3 % — N o 『611 
sol-gel Not Anatae, N o exact 6 % Not [65] 
mentioned rutile value reported 
co-sputtering~~Si(lOO) or Rutile O M > 6 % N o [66] 
quartz 
soft chemicalLaAlOs (001)Anatase 37-85 1 - 9 % U n c l e a r ~ 
processing emu/cc ^   
liquid- SiOz on Si Anatase, 20,40, 3,5,7’ N o ( x < 5 [ 7 ^ 
delivery (100) rutile 50,70 ^  12% %); Yes" 
M O C V D e m u W (x>5%)  
UV-assisted LaAlOs (001) Anatase N o exact 7 % Yes 廿 [71] 
P L D value  
a With Co incorporated into the remaining matrix. 
''With another unit that is difficult to compare to the unit, i^b/Co. 
c Proposed Co-rich Coi.xTix clusters 
d Only found at the interface between the substrate and the film. 
After the publication of the experimental papers on Co-doped TiO? thin films, 
several theoretical works [72-74] appeared to discuss the theory of the ferromagnetism 
in this D M S material. Other than cobalt-doped titanium dioxide thin films, there are 
several recent reports on the study of iron-doped titanium dioxide thin films prepared by 
pulsed-laser deposition [24, 75] and ball-milling method [25]. 
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1.3.3 This thesis 
In this thesis work, we prepared titanium dioxide thin films by R F sputtering and 
then performed C o or Fe doping of these TiOi films by ion implantation. The objective 
is to present a systemic study on how the structures and magnetic properties of these Co-
or Fe-doped TiO〗 films are dependent on the processing conditions. The sample 
preparation and characterization techniques will be described in Chapter 2. The 
characterization results of titanium dioxide thin films will be presented in Chapter 3. 
Then the results on cobalt-doped titanium dioxide samples will be presented and 
discussed in Chapter 4 followed by the results on Fe-doped samples in Chapter 5. 
Finally comes the conclusion and future work in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2: Sample Preparation and Characterization Techniques 
2.1 Sample preparation 
2.1.1 R F magnetron sputtering 
If a solid (a target) is subjected to bombardment by energetic ions, usually Ar+ 
ions under the supply of a negative bias to the target, individual atoms in the target can 
acquire enough energy via collision processes to escape from the surface. This is called 
sputtering. In this work R F magnetron sputtering is employed. The R F magnetron 
process will be described in the following. 
In R F sputtering, the glow discharge is initiated by collisions between electrons 
and atoms of the flowing Ar gas with a suitable pressure and a R F power. Free Ar+ ions 
and free electrons coming from the Ar gas can be generated in the discharge, i.e. a 
plasma can be produced. Ar+ ions can impinge on the target when it is supplied with a 
negative voltage. For a nonconductive target like Ti02 it is necessary to attach a 
conductive plate to it. With this improvement, accelerating Ar+ ions can fly toward the 
conductive plate and impinge on the nonconductive target. Sputtering of a nonconductor 
can then be obtained. The changing polarity of R F power can maintain the sputtering as 
short as 10'^  sec. For a sputtering time as short as 100 sec, we need about 10^ reversals 
of the polarity of the voltage supply. This is why we need a high frequency power 
supply with a radio frequency (RF) (e.g. 13.56 MHz). All these are the basic working 
principles of R F sputtering. The schematic of a typical R F sputtering system is shown in 
Fig. 2.1 [76]. As mentioned above, a nonconductive target should be attached to a 
conductor. 
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic of R F sputtering system. 
In a magnetron system, magnetic field is introduced into the system to trap 
electrons near the target so as to enhance ionization in glow discharges. The glow 
discharges are concentrated in the high magnetic field region. This can largely increase 
the sputtering rate and so the deposition rate. 
If an electron is emitted from a target with a direction normal to the plane surface, 
it undergoes a circular motion under an applied magnetic field (-z direction) and a zero 
electric field as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a). It will return back to the surface. If an electric 
field with a decreasing magnitude along the depth of the target (-y direction) is applied, 
the electron will be accelerated and emitted from the target surface by the electric force 
acting on it. As shown in Fig. 2.2 (b), the motion of the electron under the applied 
electric field becomes cycloidal, instead of circular as in the case of no electric field. 
This explains why electrons are trapped near the surface of the target. 
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Fig. 2.2: Motion of electrons emitted for the target surface (a) in the applied magnetic 
field (-Z direction); (b) in the applied electric field (-y direction) and magnetic field (-z 
direction). 
In this work, w e need to deposit TiOz on to Si02 on top of Si substrate. 
Although both R F and D C magnetron sputtering can be performed in our system, w e 
used R F type due to the fact the Ti02 is nonconducting. A planar disk target of about 5 
c m diameter was used. The distance between the target and the substrate is 
approximately 10 cm. Before the actual sputtering deposition, a shutter for shielding the 
target from the substrate should be closed and the sputtering of target should last for a 
few minutes, to achieve sputtering cleaning. This can ensure a pure and clean sputtered 
deposition. O n the other hand, there are three sources of target materials in the chamber. 
During the sputtering of one of the three sources, it is important to shield the other two 
sources with a closing shutter by aluminum foil to avoid the inter-contamination caused 
from the sputtered atoms. The 4" substrate is rotating during the deposition to obtain 
more uniform deposited films. However, our films are still usually not perfectly uniform. 
1 6 
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2.1.2 M E V V A ion implantation 
Ion implantation is a versatile technique to produce thin layers of novel materials 
not readily achievable by other methods, especially those metastable material systems. 
For metal ions, ion implanter with a conventional source usually can only produce low 
beam currents in the order of a few |LiA. A special design of an ion source, metal vapor 
vacuum arc ( M E V V A ) source, first developed by Ian Brown in the mid 80's [77], has 
greatly enhanced the metal ion beam current level to m A order. This shortens the 
implantation time a lot making the synthesis of thin films by ion implantation more 
practical. 
Anode Extraction grids Target 
Cathode (consists a Co or Fe s u b s t r a t e 
source; a 1cm diameter __| J J I" 
cylindrical rod) / / 
J / 2 m m 
:15mm! ！ • 
4 H ^ i 门 i — 
Arc Voltage \ \ 
( ~ 1 5 0 V )不 O p \ \ Intense 
I extracted 
Trigger ion beam 
Voltage 
2 WV it 
300^^ -3kV ~ 
i r f L 
Extraction voltage 
Fig. 2.3: Schematic of the implanter with the M E V V A ion source. 
There are three main basic components an ion source, an acceleration system and 
a target station, forming the M E V V A implanter as shown in Fig. 2.3. The ion source is 
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Operated in a pulse mode with a pulse length fixed at 1.2 m s at a frequency of 1 to 25 Hz. 
During ion implantation, a high voltage pulse of about 10 k V is applied between the 
trigger electrode and the cathode. This can induce a spark discharge and so the cathode 
material is vaporized and ionized. A dense plasma is thus formed at the surface of the 
cathode material. The formation of plasma is continuous in the working triggering 
frequency. This quasi-neutral plasma diffuses away from the cathode towards the anode. 
This allows the arc current of 70 to 200 A to flow between the cathode and the anode at 
the arc voltage of 60 to 160 V . The quasi-neutral plasma then diffuses towards the 
extraction grids. In the acceleration system, a high voltage typically in the range of 35 
to 65 k V is applied to the extraction grids in order to build up a high electric field for 
accelerating the positive ions inside the plasma. A n intense ion beam including multiple 
charge states is extracted. It should be noted that the extraction grids has many apertures 
to ensure a more uniform ion distribution of the intense ion beam. A negative 
suppressor voltage of about -3 k V relative to the target is supplied to the intermediate 
extraction grid for suppressing secondary electrons to avoid their counts to the beam 
current. The outermost grid has a ground potential. 
The generation of the intense ion beam above must be proceeded in a vacuum 
during the implantation. The vacuum system is composed of a molecular turbo p u m p 
and a mechanical pump. The base pressure is at about 2 to 6x10"^ Pa. The vacuum will 
be deteriorated a little bit after the formation of arc discharge. Upon the high averaged 
beam current (say 3 m A ) and extraction voltage (65 kV), a lot of heat energy will be 
transferred to the target substrate. This provides a substrate heating effect with sharp 
rises and falls of temperature owing to the pulse m o d e operation. One can cool the 
- - -
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substrate by flowing liquid nitrogen if necessary. A wide range of working temperature, 
say 100 - 800K can be provided for different thin film growth conditions. 
2.1.3 Sample preparation conditions 
The substrates used were 4" p-Si(lOO) wafers with a resistivity of 17 - 20 t^-cm. 
The native oxide of the silicon wafer was cleaned off by hydrofluoric acid. A layer of 
silicon dioxide with thickness of about 100 n m was grown by dry oxidation at 1100°C 
for 38 minutes in oxygen ambient. Titanium dioxide was then deposited onto the 
thermally grown Si02 by R F magnetron sputtering. The sputtering conditions are given 
in Table 2.1. Time is the major controlling parameter for the thickness of the Ti02 thin 
films. In order to grow TiOi thin films with thickness of 150 to 250 n m , the deposition 
lasted for approximately 5 to 8 hours. The actual thickness of the TiO: films was 
determined by RBS. 
Table 2.1: Sputtering conditions for deposition of Ti02 thin films. 
Sputtering target TiOz  
Power 120 W 
Working pressure 1.1 to 1.4 x lo" ton. 一 
Base pressure 5.0 x 10'^  to 1.0 x 10"^  torr  
Sputtering gas ^  
Substrate temperature < 100 "C 
Theoretically, the ion distribution along the axis of incidence can be described by 
a Gaussian distribution function and the atomic concentration at x, n(x) is given by [78] 
n{x) = - ^ ^ e x p - - — — ( 2 . 1 ) 
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where S is the ion dose per unit area, Rp is the projected range and ARpis the projected 
straggle. This ion distribution of the implanted layer can be roughly predicted by a 
Monte Carlo computer simulation program called T R I M [79]. The T R I M simulation was 
earned out before the actual ion implantation of cobalt (or iron) into the as-sputtered 
Ti02 thin films. It can estimate the values of Rp and ARp for one element implanted into 
a target substrate with a known composition and density at a particular energy. It 
should be noted that the effect of thermal diffusion of implanted ions and continuous 
changing density of the target substrate are ignored. In the simulation, the initial density 
of the film was pre-assumed as 3.84 g/cm^, which is the density of anatase Ti02 (see 
Table 1.3). In the real cases, there are three charge states (1+, 2+ and 3+) for cobalt 
(iron) ions. Since all samples were implanted at an extraction voltage of 65 k V in this 
work, implant energies of 65, 130 and 195 keV were simulated correspondingly to Co'^, 
Co2+ and Co〗"*" ions (or Fe^ "^ , Fe^^ and Fe^ "^  ions in the Fe implantation case) respectively. 
The simulation results of Co and Fe ions and the corresponding charge state distributions 
are listed in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2: T R I M results for C o and also Fe implanted into anatase TiOi at 65 k V and 
corresponding charge state and particle fraction [80]. 
Charge Energy Rp (A) ARp (A) Charge state Particle fraction 
state (keV) fraction 
一Co(l+) 65 ~ 3 5 5 132 3 4 % 51.65% 
— C o ( 2 + ) 一 130 665 2 3 3 5 9 % — 44.81% 
— C o ( 3 + ) 一 195 — 9 7 7 327 7 % 3.54% — 
一 Fe(l+) — 65 ”""“366 1 3 7 ~ 2 5 % 一 40.76% 
—Fe(2+) ~ ~ 130 689 2 4 3 ~ ~ 6 8 % 55.43% 
~Fe(3+) 195 1015 338 7 % 3.81% 
— 
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Fig. 2.4: The T R I M ion distribution profile of C o atoms in anatase TiOi by 
implantation to a C o dose of 2.2 x cm'^ at an extraction voltage of 65 kV. 
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Fig. 2.5: The T R I M ion distribution profile of Fe atoms in anatase TiO? by implantation to 
a Fe dose of 2.2 x cm"^ at an extraction voltage of 65 kV. 
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Data for ion distributions of C o (and Fe) in Ti02 were generated in T R I M so that we can 
obtain the depth profiles of C o and Fe atomic concentrations for an implant dose of 2.2 x 
10丨6 cm"^, as shown in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively (see Appendix I). 
If we assume the Ti atomic density in anatase TiO? (nri) to be 2.89 x 
atoms/cm3, calculated from the mass density (3.84 g/cm^), the atomic fraction of C o can 
b e d e t e r m i n e d f r o m 1 0 0 % x n c o / ( n c o + n T i ) f o r a f i x e d d o s e , w h e r e n i s t h e a t o m i c 
concentration along the depth of the implanted layer. Please see Appendix I as an 
example. The atomic fraction of Fe can be found similarly. The averaged atomic 
fraction can be estimated from the half of the peak of the Gaussian distribution, though 
actually it is an imperfect Gaussian shape. For example, the averaged atomic fraction 
for C o and Fe are about 6.2% and 5.4% for a fixed dose of 2.2 x lO'^ cm'^ (Fig. 2.6). 
14-1 . 1 . 1 . i . 
12- 八 -•-〇o -
/• z ^ ! 一 A — F e 
1。- l t \ -
I 8- If % -
t - I % : 
I / -各 
2 : / V : 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 
D e p t h (A) 
Fig. 2.6: By T R I M results of C o and Fe implantation at 65 kV, the averaged atomic 
fractions x of the C o and Fe in Tii.xM x02 (M = C o or Fe) are determined to be 〜6.2% 
and -5.4% respectively for the same dose (2.2 x lO'^ cm"^). 
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According to the determination of these atomic fractions targeting from 2 to 4 0 % , w e 
can design the range of C o and Fe doses as summarized in Table 2.3 in order to grow 
Tii.xMxOz ( M = C o or Fe), with a wide range of x. At this moment, w e do not take into 
account of the solubility limit, over which C o (or Fe atoms) will segregate and be 
isolated from Ti atoms. These samples were implanted with a beam current as high as 3 
to 3.5 m A , corresponding to a beam current density of 19.5 to 22.7 [iAJcrn^. This 
brought about the substrate temperature exceeding 300 °C due to beam heating effect. 
Table 2.3: The C o or Fe implantation conditions. 
Implant Dose x (% in x (% in Extraction B e a m current 
species (lO'^cm"^) Tii -xCoxOz) Tii.xFexOz) voltage (kV) ( m A )  
Co/Fe 0.83 2.3 2.0 65 “ 3-3.5 
Co/Fe 1.38 3.9 一 3.4 65 3-3.5 
Co/Fe — 1.79 _ 5.0 4.4 65 3-3.5 
Co/Fe 2.20 “ 6.2 “ 5.4 _ 65 — 3-3.5 
Co/Fe “ 2.75 “ 7.8 “ 6.8 _ 65 3 -3.5 
Co/Fe — 3.30 — 9.3 一 8.1 65 3 -3.5 
Co/Fe 4.95 “ 14.0 12.2 “ 65 3-3.5 
Co/Fe _ 8.25 _ 23.3 — - — 65 3 -3.5 
Co/Fe 13.8 38.9 - 65 | 3-3.5 
After cobalt or iron implantation, post annealing were performed from 300 to 
740°C for 2 hours in vacuum. The vacuum level was about 3 to 7x 10"'' toiT. The 
temperature profiles of the vacuum annealing at different temperature will be presented 
in Appendix II. 
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2.2 Characterization techniques 
2.2.1 Structural characterization 
2.2.1.1 Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) 
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) is a useful technique to determine 
the elemental composition and thickness of thin films. It is non-destructive. The basic 
physics behind is the collision process between the ions in an incident beam and the 
atoms inside a sample. It involves the energy loss when the incident ions penetrating the 
sample and their momentum transfer to the target atoms. R B S aims to measure the 
number and energy of ions which backscatter after colliding with atoms in the near-
surface region of the sample. The number of backscattering events that happen from a 
given element in the sample depend on the concentration of the element and its 
scattering cross section. The scattering cross section, which is proportional to the square 
of the atomic number of the target atom, describes the probability of a collision to be 
occLi iTed . This e x p l a i n s w h y R B S i s m o r e s e n s i t i v e t o d e t e c t h e a v y e l e m e n t s t h a n f o r 
light elements. The incident ions lose energy due to the bombardment with the atoms 
while they pass through the sample. The material's stopping power governs the amount 
of energy loss. The process that the incident ions dissipating energy due to interactions 
with electrons is called electronic stopping, while that the implant ions lose their energy 
to the nuclei of the target atoms is called nuclear stopping. The typical energy loss of 2 
M e V H e ions is in the range between 100 and 800 eV/nm. For the case of scattering 
occurring at the surface of the sample, momentum transfer should be considered. In 
general, incident ions transfer more momentums to light particles than to heavy particles. 
That means the backscattered energy of the He ions approaches the incident H e energy 
— 
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for scattering from heavy particles. The mass resolution for light elements is thus better 
than for heavy elements. For example, it is possible to resolve C from N while it is 
difficult to resolve Fe from Co, although in both cases only the atomic numbers differ. 
In the experiment, an energetic 2 M e V (or 3 M e V ) He^^ ion beam with a diameter 
of about 1 m m was incident on the sample under test with a 7° deviation from the normal 
of the sample surface. The deviation was introduced to avoid the channeling effect. The 
backscattered ions were then detected by a detector located at 170° with respect to the 
direction of the incident beam. The configuration is illustrated below in Fig. 2.7. The 
charges were accumulated to 15|LIC with a beam current at about 15 to 20 n A in the 
measurement. By detecting the number and energy of the backscattered ions, a spectrum 
with the backscattering yield versus the energy of the backscattered ions can be 
generated. The atomic ratios in different layers in the sample were obtained by 
simulating the spectrum using the program S I M N R A 4.40 [81]. By using reasonable 




170。 ^ ^ ^ ^ Detector 
Sample 
Fig. 2.7: Configuration of the incident and backscattered beam in the R B S experiment. 
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2.2.1.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the most useful techniques for phase 
determination of materials and measurements of the lattice parameters of crystals. It 
tells the crystal structure of a thin film. It can also give an estimation of the grain size of 
the thin film by Scherrer's formula. Just like R B S technique, it is non-destructive. A n 
x-ray diffractometer basically includes an x-ray source, a detector and a sample stage. 
The most important part is the x-ray source. In this work, the x ray beam is Cu K a 
radiation. There is a heated filament emitting electrons inside the source. Electrons are 
accelerated under an applied electric field towards an anode on which there is a disk of 
the target material, copper. Some of the energies lost by electrons striking on the target 
are converted into electromagnetic radiation in the form of x-rays. If the accelerating 
potential is high enough, the impacting electrons can eject inner core electrons from the 
target element. These ejected electrons will move from an L to K shell within the 
copper atom, emitting Ka x-rays with a particular wavelength of 1.5405A. The general 
equation for calculating the wavelength X is given by 
A = (2.2) 
£丨-五2 
where h (=6.626 x lO"^ "^  J-s) is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, Ei and E2 are 
the higher and lower energy levels of the shell electrons. 
In order to measure diffraction pattern of a thin film sample, an a-2G 
configuration (Fig. 2.8) of the X R D system was used in this work. 
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〈 A C u K a x-ray 
source 
1 m m s U t ^ y ^ K ^ ^ ^ A rotating 
0.2mm slit ^  detector 
A n incident ^ 
beam A diffracted 
\ A t h i i i K、、 / beam 
\ samole 、、、 / 
、、、y^^^ A circle 
background with a  
marked angle scale 
Fig. 2.8: A n a-20 configuration of the X R D system. 
The x-ray radiation coming from the x-ray source was incident on a thin film sample 
with a fixed angle a to the surface plane. The x-ray used was operated at a current of 40 
m A and a voltage of 40 kV. The beam would be reflected to different angles 29 with 
respect to the incident direction coiTesponding to different crystal plane orientations of a 
polycrystalline thin film. The diffracted beams would be obtained when the reflected 
photons interfere constructively. These diffracted beams would then be recorded by a 
rotating detector. B y the rotation of the detector, peaks at different angles 26 will be 
obtained at an order n (n is a positive integer) in the diffraction patterns due to the 
c o n s t r u c t i v e i n t e r f e r e n c e w i t h t h e e q u a t i o n g i v e n b y 
M = 2ds\ne = nA (2.3) 
” Z7 
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where A/ is the optical path difference, d is the separation of crystal planes, G is the 
diffraction angle and X is the wavelength of the x-ray beams. This is shown 
schematically in Fig. 2.9. Equation (2.3) is called the Bragg law. It should be noted that 
this law is only valid for X < 2d. This shows why x-ray with an appropriate wavelength 
should be used. 
(100) 一 ！^^^^^^^^^^-’^!、-‘ _ 一；… 
两 崎 一 ‘ ： _ 一 _ 
- 调 + " S T • ： 二 勢 ； - ^ ^ " ^ - • - - -
T.T^"'^ 一 — # - • 一 
(640) � 
Fig, 2.9: Incident beams 1 and 2 diffracted at two different angles 9i and 82 have 
optical paths A/i = 2 l〜=2disin0i = X, and A/2 = 2 8d2sin92=4X, (for constructive 
interference), respectively, with different sets of crystal planes. 
2.2.1.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a unique surface-sensitive technique 
for chemical analysis. This measurement focuses on the surface of a sample because 
— 
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the mean free path of electrons in solid is very small, causing that the detected electrons 
originate from only the top few atomic layers. It is a destructive technique when a depth 
profile needs to be acquired. The depth profile can give information on the elemental 
concentration along the depth of the sample. This is done by measuring the spectrum of 
a particular element at numerous in-depth steps sputtered by an argon-sputtering gun. 
The spectrum is obtained as a plot of the number of detected electrons versus the binding 
energy of the detected elements. Each element has a unique spectrum, corresponding to 
the unique set of binding energies it has. 
The basic working principle of X P S is illustrated here below. If x-rays with a 
fixed energy are radiated onto a sample, electrons will be emitted due to the 
photoelectric effect (Fig. 2.10). 
• — — • 
Photoelectron 
Photon 赢 
\ o • 
Fig. 2.10: A photoelectron is ejected by a photon in X P S process for a target atom. 
The kinetic energy (KE) of electrons can be measured. The analyzer is operated as an 
energy window with a pass energy, which accepts only those electrons having energies 
within the range of this window. This pass energy is fixed at a particular in order to 
maintain a constant energy resolution. In this work, 58.7 e V was employed. The 
binding energy (BE) of the atomic orbital from which the electron originates is obtained 
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by subtracting the measured K E and the spectrometer work function (^s) from the 
photon energy (hv) below: 
BE = hv-KE-(ps (2.4) 
Since the binding energy is a unique set of quantities for each element, the unknown 
element can be identified. The set of binding energies comes from the energy difference 
between the initial and final states after the left of the photoelectron from the atom. 
P o s s i b l e f i n a l s t a t e s o f t h e i o n s m a y b e v a r i e d f r o m t h e a t o m u p o n v a r i o u s i o n i z a t i o n 
processes. The p, d and f levels become split due to ionization, causing vacancies in the 
pi/2, p3/2, d3/2, d5/2,『5/2 and fj/2. The variation of the binding energies, also called 
chemical shift, can thus be used to identify the oxidation state of the elements being 
analyzed through the determinations of peak positions and separations. 
For a quantitative analysis in XPS, the relative concentrations of elements in the 
sample can be obtained by knowing the corresponding peak area A (number of 
photoelectrons per second in a peak) and the atomic sensitivity factor S. A general 
relevant expression for the atomic fraction of element x in a sample (Cx) is illustrated 
below: 
v T T T (2.5) L".- l A 丨 Si 
where rix is the number of atoms of element x per cm^ of the sample. In this work, a 
software package called Phi Multipak version 6.0A was used to obtain the relative 
concentrations at each depth step based on Eq. 2.5 and it generated the depth profile of 
the sample. Another software called X P S P E A K version 4.1 was used for fitting spectra. 
_ -
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The X P S measurement in our work was done in Advanced Surface and Materials 
Characterization Center (ASMAC). In this work, an x-ray source used is A1 K ^ 
radiation with energy 1486.6 eV. The x-ray beam operated at voltage of 15 k V and 
power of 25 W . The basic principle of the x-ray source has been discussed in the X R D 
section. Insulating samples tends to acquire a steady-state charge. A neutralizer was 
employed to minimize this charge. If there are still some excessive charges, peaks in 
binding energy will be shifted, introducing uncertainties to determine the oxidation 
states. In order to calibrate the peak shift, carbon and argon signals were measured as a 
control and compared to the standard P E T C Is (284.67 eV) and Ar (241.9 eV) [82]. 
For a depth profile analysis, a sputtering rate of our sample is assumed as that of Si02 as 
l.lkJs. 
2.2.1.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) gives a direct observation on the 
microstructure of a thin film sample. The texture of the sample, the shape and size of 
the particles inside the sample as well as the elements and compounds forming the 
sample can be obtained through topographic, morphologic, and compositional analysis. 
Crystallographic information like the detailed arrangement of atoms inside the sample 
and the phase identification can also be provided through detailed analysis of the 
generated diffraction pattern. However, T E M is totally destructive. Besides, a very 
difficult sample preparation process is essential in order to have a very small thickness 
of the sample in nanometer scale for the transmission of electron beam. The sample 
preparation process involves two main steps: polishing and ion milling. Polishing only 
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gives a roughly thinner sample. A sufficiently thin sample is obtained through ion 
milling. There are two types of T E M depending on the information needed: pi an-view 
and cross-sectional T E M . Plan-view T E M basically gives a two-dimensional image of 
the sample, while cross-sectional T E M shows microstructure of different layers and tells 
the corresponding thickness in the sample. In general, cross-sectional T E M needs a 
more experienced sample preparation skill. 
A finely focused electron beam with energy as large as 200 keV is accelerated 
toward the thin specimen. The beam strikes the specimen and parts of it are 
transmitted. This transmitted portion is then focused and strikes the phosphor image 
screen. Light is generated and an image is finally formed. The image with a nanometer 
resolution is enlarged to a scale that can be viewed by a user. The user can observe 
contrast in the image, which is derived by electrons scattering from atoms in the 
material. The darker areas of the image represent those areas of the specimen that fewer 
electrons can be transmitted through. The lighter areas of the specimen represent those 
areas of the sample that more electrons can be transmitted through. Therefore, darker 
and lighter areas of the image reflect thicker (denser) and thinner (less dense) of the 
specimen. Electrons undergoing coherent scattering (diffraction) from lattice planes in 
crystalline materials are collected by a separate detector and yield the diffraction pattern. 
In this work, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [83] was employed for 
energy analysis. Some transmission electrons lose energy as a result of scattering 
elastically in the forward direction. A high-resolution spectrometer was used to separate 
the electrons according to their kinetic energy. In this case, E E L S can obtain elemental 
mappings in the Co-implanted TiOz sample for distinguish Ti, C o and O in the same 
^ 32 
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image. The image was energy-filtered by the spectrometer which accepts a selected 
range of energy loss for a particular element corresponding to its inner-shell ionization 
edge. Since the edge is characteristic for a particular element (Ti, C o or O) within our 
sample, the core-loss image contains information about the spatial distribution of a 
known element. The background contribution within the core-loss region of the 
spectrum is usually subtracted, in order to obtain an image which reflects only the 
characteristic-loss (inner-shell) intensity. 
2.2.2 Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) 
Vibrating sample magnetometry ( V S M ) is a simple but useful measurement 
technique on the magnetic properties of a thin film sample. It detects the magnetic 
moments of the vibrating sample by a basic principle. Since the sample vibrates 
between the coils and a region of free space, the change in magnetic induction can be 
measured. W h e n the sample is inside the coil simultaneously, the magnetic induction B 
is given by 
B = jUoiH+M) (2.6) 
where |Liois the permeability in vacuum (= 471 x 10"^  H/cm), H is the applied magnetic 
field and M is the magnetization of the sample detected by the coils. In general, the 
magnetization is equal to the magnetic moments per unit volume (In this work, w e 
define magnetization as magnetic moments per C o (or Fe) atom). W h e n the sample is 
moved away from the coils (M = 0), the magnetic induction B then becomes 
B = jUoH (2.7) 
The change in magnetic induction is thus given by 
— 
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A B = _ (2.8) 
O n the other hand, by the Faraday law of electromagnetic induction, the e.m.f. V is 
induced in the coils due to the rate of change of magnetic flux: 
(2.9) 
dt dt 
Here, (j) is the magnetic flux passing through the cross-sectional area A of the coils with 
N turns. By combing Eq. (2.8) and (2.9), we can write: 
'vdt = -NAjUqM ( 2 . 1 0 ) 
Equation 2.10 tells us that the integrated ac voltage signal induced in the coils is 
proportional to the magnetization of the sample. 
In this work, MagLab^^"^ vibrating sample magnetometer produced by Oxford 
Instruments was computer-controlled by an interface ObjectBench. A schematic of the 
V S M measurement system is shown in Fig. 2.11. 
• A vibrator ^ 
^ A motor 
i L 
1.5 m m 
amplitude 
• ^ ^ • A lock-in  
amplifier V Computer 
•丨 丨 丨 • I 广 controlled 
I I I i I I precisely 
j j j j j ^^^^^ Pick-up coils  
I r ^ i il^ i ^ Temperature 
7 mm； i一 ••； i—i i variable 
i : ： 1 ： ： • • Magnetic 
• • : 1 : • • field variable 
1 y 
A sample ( 5 m m x 5 m m ) 
Fig. 2.11: A schematic of the in-plane V S M measurement. 
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The sample, where it places vertically was controlled by a motor, is attached by non-
magnetic Teflon to the lower end of a rigid rod inside our V S M machine. It was 
vibrating with the amplitude 1.5 m m vertically in and out of the coils. The sample size 
was only 5 m m x 5 m m . The vibrating frequency was set as 55 Hz. The coils and the 
sample were placed in a region of magnetic field produced by a superconducting magnet. 
Liquid helium, surrounded by a chamber filled with liquid nitrogen, was filled to make 
the superconducting magnet work. The magnetic field generated by this 
superconducting magnet can be varied from 0 to 9 T. The direction of the magnetic field 
is designed to be parallel to the plane surface of the sample. However, by changing the 
orientation of the sample by 90° can let the magnetic field perpendicular to the plane 
surface of the sample. The sensitivity of our machine can reach 10"^  emu. The noise 
level is about 10"^  to 10.6 emu at room temperature. The measurement temperature can 
be varied from 4.2 K (liquid helium temperature) to 300 K controlled by a 
programmable heater. A computer optimizes a balance between heat from the heater 
and coldness from the liquid helium to obtain a steady temperature. Through the record 
of ac signal induced in pick-up coils by a lock-in-amplifier in our V S M system, the 
magnetic moments of the magnetized sample as a function of magnetic field, 
temperature or time can be generated. 
2.2.3 Temperature varying resistivity measurements 
Resistivity measurement is one kind of electrical characterizations. It can give 
the electrical transport properties in a sample. The temperature dependence of the sheet 
resistance of the sample was usually measured for further analysis. 
‘ 
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Fig. 2.12: The schematic diagram of the setup for the temperature varying 
resistivity measurement. 
The schematic diagram of our setup for the temperature varying resistivity 
measurement is demonstrated in Fig. 2.12. In this work, the temperature of the 
measurement ranging from 30K to 420K was controlled by the temperature controller 
with an internal heater. The two-way valve controlled the sample place to be filled with 
H e gas or evacuated to vacuum. The sample was placed inside the temperature-
controlling cavity. At the low temperature range (30 to 300K), the temperature-
controlling cavity acting as a thermal conductor was filled with H e gas. At relatively 
higher temperature range (300 to 420 K), it was a thermal isolator and evacuated to 
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vacuum at 6 - 8 x 10'^  mbar. The thermal isolation cavity is always in vacuum during 
the measurement. 
The van der Pauw technique was employed in this experiment. Four indium/tin 
alloy (point) contacts were attached onto the sample on the near comer regions. These 
contacts must be ohmic for this measurement. Before the actual measurement, the 
ohmic nature was checked by applying a voltage to two of the four points and obtaining 
the behavior of the current versus the applied voltage. Straight lines were obtained, 
proving the achievement of the ohmic contacts. Besides, any pair of contacts should be 
less than 1 During the measurement, a constant current source was supplied to two 
adjacent points and the potential difference of the other two points was taken. The 
current at the order of m A or |liA should be tested to obtain a voltage signal much larger 
than the noise level at the order of m V . 
(a) (b) 
r^rTTT^ M 
3 从 J \2 3 
f l23or \ 
W 
Fig. 2.13: Arrangement of the resistivity measurement showing how the currents 
I are supplied and the potential differences V are measured, (a) I = I12 = I21 and 
V = V43 (b) I = I23 = I32 and V = Vi4. 
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In Fig. 2.13 (a), the potential difference between points 4 and 3 (V43) was 
measured when supplying a current with a fixed value from point 1 to point 2 (I12)’. The 
measurements of the potential difference were repeated for four times and an average 
was taken in order to obtain a more accurate and reliable result. By reversing the 
direction of the passing current (i.e. -I12), the measurement potential difference between 
points 3 and 4 could be repeated (but with a negative sign) as above. T w o averaged 
values of the two measurements should show no big difference for a uniform thin film. 
B y ignoring the negative sign at this moment, they are then averaged to acquire a more 
accurate value of V43’avg. Similarly, in Fig. 2.13 (b) the potential differences between 
points 1 and 4 (V14) were measured for five times for currents passing from point 2 to 
point 3 (I23) and from point 3 to point 2 (-I23). An averaged value of Vu^avgCan be taken 
as the case for V43,avg 
The data is then recorded by a computer program and the sheet resistance is 
calculated at each temperature according to the equations below [84]: 
^ fV V \ 
+ (2.11) 
21n2l^ 7,2 /23 J 
where I12 二 I23 = source current, F is the correction factor and Q is the symmetry factor. 
Here, F(Q) is a function of Q given by 
fo-iY fo-iY 
F(Q) = l-0.34657 -0.09236 ^―^ (2.12) 
L<2 + IJ [Q + I] 
and Q is given by 
Q = ^  = ^  (2.13) 
The resistivity is given by 
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P = Rst (2.14) 
where t is the thickness of the active layer. The plot of resistivity versus temperature can 
thus be generated. 
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Chapter 3: Characterization of Titanium Dioxide Samples 
3.1 R B S results 
A beam of 2 M e V incident He++ ions was employed for normal R B S 
measurement. All the TiOz samples were characterized by 2 M e V He++ ions. In the 
next two chapters, the TiO! samples doped with C o or Fe were characterized by beams 
of 3 M e V He++ ions instead. For a complete analysis, w e first compare the R B S spectra 
of the same as-deposited TiO? sample taken with 2 M e V and 3 M e V He++ ions. The 
spectra are shown in Fig. 3.1. 
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Fig. 3.1: Comparison of R B S spectra of as-deposited (as-sputtered) TiOi for the same 
sample taken by 2 M e V He++ and 3 M e V He++. (2MeV He++ are shifted upward.) 
In order to obtain a quantitative comparison, the spectra were simulated. The 
information of TiO〕thin film according to the simulated results are tabulated below in 
Table 3.1: 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of TiOz thin film characterized by 2 M e V and 3 M e V He++ ions 
R B S measurement. 
Energy of He++ ions (MeV) Thickness (nm) 0:Ti atomic ratio 
2 257 ± 5 L9 
3 2 6 2 ± 9 L Q 
W h e n comparing 3 M e V to 2 M e V He++ ions R B S results, it is found that the thickness 
has error less than 6 % . These show that the results obtained do not depend on the 
energy of He++ ions. The two atomic ratios are non-stoichiometric and the film is 
oxygen deficient. The thicknesses obtained are based on the calculation by assuming the 
Ti atomic density of the films is equal to that of anatase (i.e. 2.8939 cm"^). 
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Fig. 3.2: Checking of thickness uniformity of as-deposited TiO〗 thin films obtained by 
simulating the 2 M e V He++ R B S spectra. 
The uniformity is usually a consideration of thin film growth. Although there is 
a rotating circular sample holder in our R F magnetron sputtering system, there still 
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exists a radial distribution of the film thickness. The thickness distribution along the 
radial direction from the center of the sample holder is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 (For 
determination of error bars, see Appendix III). It reflects that the mass flux rate attains 
its m a x i m u m during deposition at the distance of about 1 c m from the center. 
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Fig. 3.3: Comparison of 2 M e V He++RBS spectra of TiOi samples annealed in O2 and in 
vacuum. As-sputtered Ti02 sample is included for a reference. 
The TiOi samples were annealed in O2, N2 and vacuum to see if there is any 
thermal diffusion and stoichiometric variation between them. The O2 and N2 annealing 
were performed in a furnace. In Fig. 3.3, though w e can observe some slight change in 
shape in the R B S spectra of TiO! samples annealed in O2 and vacuum at 740 °C for 2 
hours from the as-deposited one, by simulating the results, the O to Ti atomic ratios 
obtained are nearly the same in these two samples, showing that the shoichiometry of 
Ti02 is essentially not affected by the annealing ambient. However, if the annealing 
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temperature was increased to 1000 °C, obvious thermal diffusion can be observed when 
comparing spectra between annealed and as-deposited samples as shown in Fig. 3.4. 
T w o samples of TiO? were annealed for 1 hour in O2 and in N2 respectively. It is found 
that Ti atoms from the inner depth diffuse to the surface in both O2 and N2 annealing 
through the observation of the corresponding Ti peak. 
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Fig. 3.4: Comparison of 2 M e V He++RBS spectra of Ti02 samples annealed in O2 and in 
N2. As-sputtered Ti02 sample is included for a reference. 
3.2 X R D results 
X R D is an important and useful technique to determine the phase formation of 
thin film samples. Fig. 3.5 shows the phase formation of both anatase and rutile after 
annealing in O2 for 1 hour. N o peaks can be found in the X R D patterns of the TiO: 
samples that were as-sputtered and annealed at a low annealing temperature (Tan) of 250 
°C, showing that they are amorphous. 
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Fig. 3.5: X R D patterns of TiOz annealed at increasing temperatures up to 1000 in O2 
ambient for 1 hour: (a) showing the crystallization of TiOz； (b) showing appearance of 
rutile (R) phase (minority) in anatase phase (majority); (c) showing disappearance of 
anatase (A) phase (minority) in rutile phase (majority). (Black vertical lines show 
anatase; grey vertical lines show rutile.) 
W h e n the annealing temperature was increased by 50 to 300 the 
amorphous TiO〗 layer was crystallized to anatase as illustrated in Fig. 3.5 (a). W h e n 
increasing the annealing temperature further, anatase-rutile transition starts to occur at 
850 °C, at which temperature anatase is seen to be still the dominant phase with a small 
rutile(lOl) peak emerging at 26 = 36.1° (See Fig. 3.5 (b)). At Tan increased to 900 °C 
(Fig. 3.5(c))，the rutile phase was found to become the dominant phase with several 
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small anatase peaks remained marginally observable. The X R D pattern is nearly the 
same. Further increase in the annealing temperature led to disappearance of the anatase 
peaks, indicating the complete transformation to the pure rutile phase. In summary, 300 
°C is formation temperature of anatase phase while 1000 °C is a stable temperature for 
rutile phase. Annealing temperatures ranging from 300 to 800 °C give pure anatase 
phase. This result is consistent to the report of J. D. Deloach et al. [40] that the phase 
transformation from anatase to rutile occurs at about 800 Intermediate states 
containing two phases in anatase-rutile transition occur at Ta = 850, 900 and 950 
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Fig. 3.6: X R D patterns of TiO? annealed at 900 in O2 ambient for different durations. 
(Black vertical lines show anatase; grey vertical lines show rutile.) 
In order to study the annealing time effect, we chose one intermediate 
temperature (900 °C) in anatase-rutile transition and varied the annealing durations but 
still kept O2 as the annealing ambient. The results are shown in Fig. 3.6. W h e n the 
_ 
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annealing duration was shortened to half an hour, it is observed that anatase and rutile 
peaks are co-existing. It should be noted that the anatase peaks are much sharper than 
that of rutile peaks, suggesting that anatase is a dominant phase. As already shown in 
Fig. 3.5 (c) for one-hour annealing, rutile becomes a dominant phase with three small 
anatase (101), (004) and (105) peaks emerging at 29 = 25.3°, 37.8° and 53.9° 
respectively. For three-hour annealing, the X R D pattern of the TiO? film shows the 
same shape as that for one-hour annealing except that the intensities of the rutile peaks 
emerging at 29 = 27.5 36.2° and 54.4° are stronger. From the observations above, w e 
conclude that the amount of the rutile phase increases with the annealing duration for a 
fixed temperature at 900 °C in O2 ambient. 
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Fig. 3.7: X R D patterns of TiO〗 films annealed in vacuum for 2 hours. (Black vertical 
lines show anatase.) 
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Since Co-doped and Fe-doped TiO〗 samples were annealed in vacuum, it is 
useful to study vacuum-annealing effect of the un-doped TiO? samples. The results of 
this study are shown in Fig. 3.7. The Ti02 samples were annealed at a vacuum level of 3 
to 7x 10-6 to订 for 2 hours. For 300 °C annealing, the incomplete crystallization from 
amorphous to anatase is evident from the formation of two small anatase peaks. By 
increasing the annealing temperature to 400 or above, up to 740 the X R D spectra 
clearly confirm the formation of pure anatase phase in these samples. 
3.3 XPS results 
In order to study the oxidation states of titanium in as-deposited and vacuum 
annealed (at 570 °C for 2 hours) TiOz samples, the Ti 2p X P S spectra were taken and 
compared to the standard Ti 2p spectrum in TiCh shown in Fig. 3.8. 
Tih 力… 2P3/2A 
Monochromated Al Ka I 
2p3/2 = 458.8 eV 
A = 5.54 eV 
470 460 450 
Binding Energy (eV) 
Fig. 3.8: The standard Ti 2p spectrum in Ti02. [82] 
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Fig. 3.9: The fitted spectra for as-deposited TiO! sample; (a) Ar 2p spectrum; (b) Ti 2p 
spectrum. There is no peak shift in binding energy in (b). 
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Fig. 3.10: The fitted spectra for annealed TiOz sample annealed at 570 °C for 2 hours in 
vacuum.; (a) Ar 2p spectrum; (b) Ti 2p spectrum. There is a 0.5 e V peak shift correction 
(to the right) in binding energy in (b). 
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There were peak shifts in binding energy due to the charging effect. They were 
corrected by taking and fitting the Ar 2p spectra (Fig. 3.9 (a) and 3.10 (a)). The standard 
peak position for Ar 2p2/3 is 249.1 eV according to Ref. [82]. By fitting Fig. 3.9 (a) and 
3.10 (a), w e know that the as-deposited sample has no peak shift while the annealed 
sample has peak shifted by 0.5 eV. Figures 3.9 (b) and 3.10 (b) show the Ti 2p spectra 
after the peak shift corrections. 
Table 3.2: The fitting results for Ti 2p spectra of as-deposited and vacuum annealed 
samples. 
Sample Peak position F W H M ( e V ) * A (eV) Bonding 
of 2p3/2 (eV) environment  
As-deposited TiO: 458.6 2.62 5 M TiO^ 
^ 52 Difficult to define 
Annealed TiOz (in 458.6 fiO^ 
vacuum at 570 °C for  
2 hours) 455.8 5 A Difficult to define 
* A refers to the separation between the two halves of the peaks (2p3/2 and 2pi/2). 
The standard core levels of Ti 2p3/2 ai-e at 454.1，455 and 458.8 eV respectively 
for Ti, TiO and TiO? [82]. Based on these standard core levels, the fitting results for Ti 
2p spectra are summarized in Table 3.2. N o pure Ti clusters inside the films because the 
fitted peak position is far from the standard Ti peak position. Both samples give the core 
levels of Ti 2p3/2 to be at about 458.6 eV, which is assigned to be the standard Ti02 
(peak position is at 458.8 eV) by assuming that the 0.2 eV shift could be due to the 
retained strain in thin films [86]. Besides, the other core levels of Ti 2p3/2 are at 455.8 
and 456 eV, respectively for the annealed and as-deposited samples. These two values 
lie between 455 and 458.8 eV respectively for TiO (2+ oxidation state) and TiO? (4+ 
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oxidation state) standard peak positions. It is difficult to understand these these 
intermediate values. W e could only make a guess that our samples may contain both 2+ 
and 4+ oxidation states. From these results, we suggest that the titanium dioxide films 
do not follow their stoichiometry (oxygen-deficient) no matter for as-deposited or 
vacuum annealed sample, otherwise they should only give an unique core level of 2p3/2 
to be at about 458.8 eV. The result is quite consistent with the R B S fitting results, 
which demonstrated the TiOx structure with x < 2. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the structures of TiO! thin films were studied by R B S , X R D and 
X P S measurements. The effects of annealing at different temperatures, durations and 
ambient were discussed. The as-deposited films are amorphous and oxygen-deficient. 
Annealing temperature at 300 °C provides a phase change from amorphous Ti02 to 
anatase and at 300 °C up to 800 °C remains to be anatase. Higher annealing temperature 
ranging from 850 to 950 °C shows a co-existence of anatase and rutile phases. At 740 
°C, the thermal diffusion of Ti atoms in TiO! thin films was not significant. However, 
the annealing temperature was sufficiently high (at 1000 °C), a significant Ti diffusion 
towards the surface was observed. At such high annealing temperature, the resulted 
film has a pure rutile structure. 
The as-deposited and 570 vacuum-annealed TiO! films give two core levels 
of Ti 2p2/3： Ones are at about 458.6 eV, which is corresponding to the core levels of TiOi 
(丁i4+); The others are at 456 and 455.8 eV respectively, which lie between 455 and 
458.8 eV, respectively for TiO (Ti^ "") and Ti02 (Ti^^) standard peak positions. The films 
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are oxygen-deficient (as obtained in R B S results) and the composition could be 
represented as Ti02-5. 
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4.1 Cobalt dose dependence 
4.1.1 R B S results 
A beam of He++ ions with energy 2 M e V is employed in usual R B S 
measurement. However, for our Co-implanted TiO? thin films, it is not possible to use 
such energy for separating C o and Ti backscattered peaks since Co and Ti have close 
atomic masses. 
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Fig. 4.1: Comparison of R B S spectra of as-implanted Co-Ti02 (nominal dose = 4.95 x 
IOI6 cm-2) for the same sample taken by 2 M e V He++ and 3 M e V He++. 
As shown in Fig. 4.1, the overlapping of Ti and C o peaks occurs in 2 M e V He++ R B S 
measurement. This affects the estimation of the amount of C o atoms because the tail of 
C o peak embeds in the Ti peak. Therefore, we employed a larger energy, 3 M e V in 
order to resolve the overlapping peaks. In fact, 3.05 M e V He+ R B S random and 
channeled spectra were also employed by Shinde et al. [53] in order to separate out the 
53 
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Ti and C o contributions in the pulsed laser deposited Co-doped TiOi films. The 
following analyses will thus be focused on the ion energy of 3 M e V . By varying the 
nominal dose of C o in the implantation, a series of R B S spectra were obtained as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. W h e n the dose ranges from 8.30 x to 1.38 x lO'^ Co/cm^ 
(Fig. 4.2 (a) to (i))，the intensity of the backscattered Co peaks increases. It should be 
noted that all C o ions were implanted into the Ti02 layer without passing through it to 
reach the underneath Si02 layer. This can be known by simply observing the much 
larger full-width-half-maximum of the Ti backscattered peak compared to that of the C o 
backscattered peak. 
80001 . , . r - — — . ~ I • , 
〇 Symbols: Experimental ‘ 
7000- : \ Lines: Simulated -
誦 義 ^ ^ m 
0 200 400 600 800 
C h a n n e l 
Fig. 4.2: R B S spectra taken by 3 M e V He++ as a function of C o dose: (a) 8.30 x lO'^ (b) 
1.38 X 1016’ (c) 1.79 X 1016’（d) 2.2 x 10i6，(e) 2.75 x lOi。，(f) 3.30 x 川！。’ (g) 4.95x ⑴】。’ 
( h ) 8.25 X m i 6 ， ( i ) 1.38 X Co/cml 
According to the fitting results, w e can distinguish two groups of samples for the 
cobalt-implanted titanium dioxide: One group is purely Co-doped TiOz (Fig. 4.3) and 
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Total 
Ti O Co (X 10'^ 
(in %) (in %) (in %) atoms/cm^) 
38 60.7 1.3 200 Ti96.7%C03.3%01.54 26 n m 
37.3 60.6 2.1 250 Ti94.7%C05.3%01.54 32 n m 
35.7 62.7 1.6 200 Ti95.7%C04.3%01.68 25 n m 
32.8 66.7 0.5 500 _ Ti98.5%C01.5%02.00 57 n m <=> 
33.3 66.7 0 1150 TiOi 132 n m 
33.3%Si 66.7%0 750 SiOz 1 1 4 n m 
100% Si Si 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.3: A multi-layer R B S fitting model using S I M N R A of a nominal dose of 1.38 x 
10 Co/cm showing: (a) the atomic percentage of each atoms with a total number of 
atoms per unit area, (b) construction of Tii.x-Cox'Oi-a in the implanted region with an 
estimated thickness of each layer. As a whole, x = 3.24%. 
Total 
Ti O Co (X1015 
(in %) (in %) (in %) atoms/cm^) 
35 57 8 150 Ti8i.4%Coi8.6%Oi.33 15 n m 
37.8 59.6 2.6 430 Ti93.6%C06.4%01.47 56 n m 
35.5 63.1 1.4 440 Ti96.2%C03.8%01.71 54 n m  
33.3 66.7 0 1700 TiOs 1 % n m 
33.3%Si 66.7%0 750 Si02 1 1 4 n m 
100% Si Si 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.4: Construction of multi-layer models similar to Fig. 4.3 except that nominal dose 
=3.30 X IOI6 Co/cm^ and x = 7.32% as a whole. One major difference is that the first 
layer in grey should be rewritten as (90.4% Ti90.0%C010.0%01.47 + 9.6% C o clusters), 
assuming that x' = 10% is the solubility limit of C o in particular layer(s). 
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the Other group is Co-doped TiO? with C o clusters (Fig. 4.4). Since a multi-layer model 
was employed in the fitting model in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4, w e define Xi as C o atomic 
concentration in the i'h layer of T^h-x^。0乂丨 (the m a x i m u m value of i is the total 
number of Co-TiO? layers fitted) and x as an overall C o atomic fraction in the whole 
implanted region of Tii.xCox02-6 as given by the following equations. 
Co. 
X, = ' x l O O % (4.1) 
Ti. + Co. 
义 = W . A 丄\^广 n x l O O % (4.2) 
i i 
where Coi is the percentage of C o in the i出 layer, Tii is the percentage of Ti in the i出 
layer, and Di is the total number of atoms per cm^ in the 产 layer 
Besides, 
i / 
where Oi is the percentage of O in the layer. 
The retained doses after implantation are calculated by Eq. (4.5) to be 1.36 x (x = 
3.24%) and 2.93 x lO'^Co/cm^ (x = 7.32%), respectively, for the nominal doses of 1.38 
X 10i6and3.30x 10i6Co/cm2. 
Retained C o dose = (4.5) 
i 
~ 5 6 
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In Fig. 4.3 (b), for the nominal dose = 1.38 x Co/cm^ all layers with C o 
atoms in the multi-layer model can be fitted as C o ^ ^i-s, with Xi < 10% as a 
doping nature. This situation holds up to 2.75 x lO'^ Co/cm^ (corresponding to x = 
7.03%), in which 9.75% is the maximum value of Xj without a Co peak observed in 
X R D results (in Section 4.12 later). W h e n the dose is increased up to 3.30 x 
Co/cm2’ corresponding to x = 7.32% (Fig. 4.4 (b))’ the first layer in grey can still be 
fitted as Tigi.4%Coi8.6%01.33 (xi =18.6% > 10%). However, for this dose, C o peaks are 
observed in X R D results (in Section 4.1.2 later). Therefore, w e should rewrite such 
layer as ((l-yO Ti9o.o%Coio.o%Oi.47+ yi Co clusters) (y! = 9.6% (i= 1) in this case) based 
on an assumption that Xi = 10% was the solubility limit of Co in Co-implanted TiC^ 
layer(s), i.e. C o atoms substitute Ti atoms up to 10% and form clusters afterwards. The 
effects of other choices of the solubility limit will also be discussed in Appendix IV. 
Ill order to obtain the value of yi in the layer, we first define C o 叫 as the 
m a x i m u m C o % in the i出 layer when the C o atoms start to segregate to form clusters, i.e. 
the Co percentage in the layer satisfying the solubility limit (10%). Then we can 
write: 
Co , 
圳 - 0 1 
Co + 7 7 (4.6) 
lusol丨 ^ ^ h 
For Coi beyond C b 仍,,，the remaining percentage of C o segregates to form clusters and 
is given by C 〜 ： 
COcU” = Co 丨 - C o 姊 (4.7) 
— 
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Therefore, w e calculate yi as the following: 
Co. 
——£f!lL_xlOO% 錢 
‘ C o . + Ti. (4.8) 
For the implanted region as a whole, w e assume that x = 7.3% is the overall solubility 
limit of C o in Co-implanted TiO!. This value w e proposing is quite consistent to the 
value of solubility limit, which is 8 % , found in Ref. [28]. W h e n considering the C o 
profile ill Fig. 4.4 (b), w e can find that the C o atomic concentration drops a lot from a 
large value of 18.6% in the first layer to 6.4% in the second layer. This may be due to 
the surface segregation of Co. In both Fig. 4.3 and 4.4，it can be observed that O atoms 
diffuse towards the substrate due to a self annealing induced by the high implantation 
beam current (3 to 3.5 m A ) , corresponding to a high temperature (> 300。C) 
implantation. This provides oxygen-deficient Co-TiO! films. The C o atoms follow the 
Gaussian-like distribution along the depth in Fig. 4.3 but they segregate at the near 
surface in Fig. 4.4. 
R B S fitting results can also give the thickness of each layer of the multi-layer 
model. The thickness ti (in n m ) of the i'h layer is defined as the following equation: 
Ti.D. , 
r, = 7 — i — — ^ x l O ' (4.9) 
[2.894(1-}；.) +8.989}；. ]x 10'' 
Equation 4.9 can be simplified to as the following if no C o clusters formed. 
Ti.D. , 
r, = ‘ ‘ ” xl07 (4.10) 
2.8939x10'' 
The whole thickness t (in n m ) is given by 
t = (4.11) 
i 
5S 
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The whole thicknesses t of the implanted layer are 140 n m and 125 n m in Fig. 4.3 and 
4.4 respectively, which is comparable to the implanted thickness 150 n m ) obtained by 
T R I M simulation (Fig. 2.1). The slight difference in the thickness comes from the 
sputtering effect, i.e. Co, Ti or O atoms will be sputtered away by C o ions during 
implantation. 
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Fig. 4.5: Retained doses obtained by R B S fitting results using S I M N R A for a series of 
nominal doses of C o implanted into as-deposited TiO!. 
In order to analyze the sputtering effect in depth, Fig. 4.5 to 4.8 were plotted. 
Figure 4.5 shows a curve that is below the dash line with a slope of one, i.e smaller than 
100% C o atoms can be retained when the C o nominal dose increases to beyond 3 x 
cm-2. This is reasonable because C o ions incident onto the surface of the sample may be 
backscattered from atoms inside the sample, causing the loss in C o dose. W h e n 
considering five last data points with relatively large nominal dose in Fig. 4.6’ we find 
that the retained percentage of C o atoms, calculated by (100% * retained dose / nominal 
— 
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dose), decreases as the increasing nominal dose. As the nominal dose increases, the 
density of the implanted films becomes larger, the incoming Co ions find more difficult 
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Fig. 4.6: Percentage of C o atoms retained drops as a result of sputtering effect during the 
implantation. 
to enter the films and so the probability of the ions being backscattered out increases. 
The sputtering effect is becoming significant. Furthermore, a sharp drop can be 
observed from 2.75 x lO'^Co/cm^ to 3.30 x lO^^Co/cml This is because the sputtering 
effect becomes more significant at nominal dose equal to 3.30 x Co/cm^ owing to 
the formation of C o clusters (8.989 x atoms/ cm�)，which is much denser compared 
to pure Tii-xCox02-5 (2.894 x ICpTi atoms/cm^). However, for the first five low dose 
samples with relatively low nominal dose, the retained percentage is roughly the same. 
It is suggested that the sputtering is insignificant. 
— 
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Fig. 4.7: C o atomic percentage, x in Tii.xCox02.5 determined by T R I M simulation, and 
obtained by R B S fitting results using S I M N R A as a function of nominal dose. Here, the 
values of x are allowed to exceed the overall solubility limit (7.3%). 
It is more useful and convenient to express the dose in terms of x in Tii.xCox02-8. 
Figure 4.7 compares x obtained by T R I M simulation (only showing a prediction 
theoretically) and by S I M N R A simulation (reflecting the real situation experimentally). 
It can be found that x in each nominal dose obtained by S I M N R A simulation is smaller 
than that obtained by T R I M simulation. This implies that the high temperature in the 
actual implantation like a self-annealing can enhance the sputtering effect. In particular, 
the first five data points match quite well between T R I M and S I M N R A simulations, 
while the deviation increases as the nominal dose increase starting at 3.3 x lO^^Co/cm^. 
These may be explained by two possibilities: One is the time of annealing and the other 
is the formation of C o clusters. Carrying out the implantation for each of the first five 
nominal doses only lasts for below 6 minutes. The time of annealing is too short to 
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make the sputtering effect significant. However, for high nominal doses, the time of 
annealing may be long enough to make the sputtering effect significant. A more 
convincing explanation of the deviation is the formation of Co clusters for x > 7.3%. 
Once clusters form during the implantation, the films become much denser and so Co 
can hardly enter into the films. 
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Fig. 4.8: Thickness of implanted layer drops for a fixed extraction voltage at 65 k V as a 
result of sputtering effect during the implantation. T w o fitted dash curves Li and Lj 
represent doping without any clusters and some clusters found respectively. 
The calculation of the thickness estimated in Fig. 4.8 is divided into two groups: 
One is based on an assumption that the atomic density of the films is equal to that of 
anatase (Eq. 4.10); the other employs the atomic density which is the weighted average 
of anatase and that of Co in the Co-TiOi layer(s) (Eq. 4.9). In Fig. 4.8, there are two 
fitted dash curves Li and L2, representing the region of pure doping without any clusters 
and some clusters found respectively. Dash line L! is a straight line showing the drop in 
thickness calculated by atomic density of pure anatase Tii.xCox02.6. Dash curve L2 
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shows an exponential decay in thickness calculated by atomic density involving C o 
clusters. 
Apart from the sputtering effect, it is important to estimate the ratio of doping to 
clustering inside the Co-TiO! films. W e calculate the percentage of C o clusters (y) and 
C o doping (z) of the total implanted region according to the following equation. 
” Z T 丨 ： 0 办 A 樣 _ 
/ i 
Z = x - y (4.13) 
where n is the number of layers that contains C o clusters. 
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Fig. 4.9: According to R B S fitting model, percentage of C o clusters increase as retained 
dose after x exceeds the solubility of 7.3%. The total percentage of clustering and 
doping gives the value of x. 
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A bar chart showing this ratio can be found in Fig. 4.9. For the retained dose equal to 
2.93’ 4.28, 6.6 and 11.04 x lO'^Co/cm^ the ratio of C o doping and clustering percentage 
(i.e. z : y) is approximated to be 4:1，2:1, 3:2 and 2:3 respectively. The percentage of 
doping is larger than that of clustering and both of them are increasing for the first three 
retained doses in Fig. 4.9. However, for the largest dose, the percentage of clustering 
exceeds that of doping by almost 100%. It should be noted that the value of x can be 
obtained by simply adding the percentage of doping and that of clustering as mentioned 




Fig. 4.10: Checking uniformity of C o retained doses (numbers are in lO'^ Co/cm^) of 
few points in the quarter of a 4" wafer for nominal dose = 2.75 x Co/cm^. The 
crosses indicate the actual position of the R B S measurement. 
The uniformity of the Co-implanted films (Fig. 4.10) were also studied for 
nominal dose equal to 2.75 x lO^^Co/cm^. By taking into account of the retained dose 
of the central position (2.695 x lO^^Co/cm^) of the quarter of a 4" wafer shown in Fig. 
4.9，the surrounding few points show the retained doses of 2.391, 2.69, 2.95 and 2.985 x 
16 2 
10 Co/cm respectively. There is only about 10% error in the non-uniformity. 
Although the uniformity problem is not severe, w e still concern it as a factor that will 
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cause error in determining the saturation magnetization (Ms) of the samples cut from 
different places for annealing. The error will be minimized and controlled by taking 
samples nearest the central position of the 4" wafer, where R B S measurement has given 
a well-defined determined dose for the calculation of the magnetization. 
4.1.2 X R D results 
Unlike analysis of R B S results, the X R D results are relatively trivial because 
they do not involve any curve fitting. What we need to do is only matching the peaks 
with the database found from the library in the E V A program for X R D analysis. Figure 
4.11 shows a series of diffraction patterns for the as-implanted Tii.xCoxOi-e ranging form 
X = 1.81% to 21.33%. In all samples, the anatase phase is seen to dominate. A pure 
polycrystalline anatase phase can be observed for x = 1.81%, 4.29%, 5.39% and 7.03%. 
However, for x = 3.24%, it is quite abnormal that a combination of rutile and anatase 
phase can be detected. This observation can hardly be explained at this moment. For 
larger C o atomic concentrations like x = 7.32%, 10.7%, 14.88% and 21.33%, the C o 
(111) peak at 26 = 44.2° is observed in addition to peaks from the major anatase phase. 
This shows a solid evidence that C o atoms start to segregate in the anatase matrix to 
form clusters at x = 7.32%. Obviously, the C o peak is clearest when x is largest (x = 
21.33%) and so the amount of C o grains is maximum. This argument has been 
confirmed by the analysis shown in Fig. 4.9. One impurity phase, CoTiOs, which are 
known to exist in Co-Ti-0 bulk phase diagram appears for x = 14.88% and 21.33%. 
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After annealing the as-implanted Co-Ti02 samples at 570 for 2 hours in 
vacuum, w e performed the X R D measurement again and the corresponding results are 
shown in Fig. 4.12. This time, all CoTiO〗 peaks have disappeared. The major phase is 
still anatase for these annealed samples. There is still a clear rutile (110) peak at 26 
approximately equal to 28° for x = 3.24%. Apart from this, it is likely that a (110) rutile 
peak grows for x ranging from 4.29% to 10.7%. The peaks are hardly observed because 
they are so broad and thus nearly completely embedded in the background signal. It is 
reasonable for the appearance of rutile phsse because it is favorable at high temperature. 
Therefore, Co-TiO? films (at least for the relatively low dose sample) should have more 
rutile phase after annealing compared to the as-implanted films. Besides, it is found that 
a very board C o (111) peak due to very small grain size seems to appear for relatively 
low doses (for x ranging from 3.24 to 7.03%), showing that the annealing process favors 
the formation of C o clusters. For relatively larger doses, it is relatively easier to observe 
the C o (111) peaks. 
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Fig. 4.12: X R D patterns of Tii.xCox02-5 annealed at 570 °C for 2 hours as a function of 
C o atomic fraction, x in percentage. 
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4.1.3 V S M results 
Since our substrate (TiOi on thermally oxidized Si) is diamagnetic in nature, it 
will introduce an effect on our ferromagnetic Tii.xCoxOi-s samples. The data of 
measured magnetic moment with varying applied magnetic field should be corrected by 
subtracting the substrate background, no matter what direction of the applied filed. The 
in-plane direction are shown in Fig. 4.13 (x = 5.39%) as an example. It can be seen that 
the plot of moment against field of the substrate background is a straight line with a 
negative slope for this in-plane measurement. A dear hysteresis loop can be observed 
after subtracting the background. The diamagnetic substrate background has already 
been subtracted in all hysteresis loops presented hereafter. 
。••“叫 3 0 0 K ‘ ‘ i - o - S u b s t r a t e (TiOJ ‘ ‘ l" 
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Fig. 4.13: Hysteresis loop of as-implanted Tio.946Coo.o5402-8 with magnetic field applied 
parallel to the sample surface before and after subtracting substrate background. 
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In order to study the anisotropy systematically, in Fig. 4.14, we illustrate the 
magnetization (M) - magnetic field (H) curves for both in-plane and perpendicular 
measurements in the same graph for Tii.xCox02.6 films with x = 4.29% (low dose) and x 
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Fig. 4.14: Perpendicular and in-plane hysteresis loop of as-implanted Tii.xCox02-8 
measured at room temperature. 
=14.88% (high dose). The magnetization is presented in terms of atomic magnetic 
moments (in ^ IB (Bohr magneton) per Co atom), which is calculated by the following 
equation: 
, , m ( i n e m u ) X 0 . 0 0 lA/?!^ I emu ,,…、 
M = — (4.14) 
9.27 X1024 A m 2 / jUg x A(in cm^)xretained dose (in Co atoms/cm^) ‘ 
where A is the sample area. The details of the determination of sample area will be 
presented in Appendix V. For x = 4.29%, the in-plane and perpendicular measurements 
give nearly the same value of saturation magnetization (Ms) of about 0.75 I^ B per Co 
— 
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atom but different saturation field (i.e. they exhibits saturation magnetization at different 
fields). However, a sharp and clear hysteresis loop can be observed for x = 14.88% in 
the perpendicular measurement and its M S value, as large as 2.25 |LIB/CO atom, is larger 
than double of that obtained in the in-plane measurement. This suggests that the easy 
magnetic axis is inclined to the normal to the film plane. This value lies between 1.9 
and 2.81 M-B per C o atom, which are the total magnetic moments attributable to the low 
spin state and the intermediate spin state, [85] respectively. 
One emphasis of this project is to study the correlation of the magnetic properties 
and the C o atomic fractions. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the magnetic properties as 
functions of Co-doping levels in the as-implanted Tii.xCox02-5 films and films annealed 
at 570 for 2 hours in vacuum, respectively. The samples were annealed in vacuum 
but not in a flowing gas ambient since w e found that the magnetic properties could not 
be retained after annealing in N2 or O2. One possible reason for this is the formation of 
cobalt oxides that are not ferromagnetic. All magnetic measurements below were 
carried out at room temperature with magnetic field applied in parallel to the film plane. 
The clear M - H loops indicate that the Tii.xCox02-5 films, for x ranging from 1.81% to 
21.33%, are ferromagnetic even at room temperature. 
The relationship between M s and x is shown in Fig. 4.17. Error bars are included 
for obtaining the M s values of both as-implanted and annealed Tii.xCoxOz-s films due to 
the errors in determining the C o doses by R B S fittings. The M s values obtained in the 
annealed films are based on the calculation by using the as-implanted Co retained dose 
according to Eq. 4.14. For low spin state configuration, the total magnetic moment is 
1.9 |LIB per C o atom, coming from the large orbital magnetic moment of 0.9 HB per C o 
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Fig. 4.15: Hysteresis loop of as-implanted Tii.xCox02-5 samples (as a function of x) 
measured at room temperature. 
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atom and the spin magnetic moment of 1.0 [Xb per Co atom. The large orbital arises 
from the spin-orbital interaction (I-s coupling) [85]. The maximum value obtained 
from Fig. 4.17 is comparable and close to the theoretical value for low spin state. 
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Fig. 4.17: Saturation magnetization vs Co atomic fraction for as-implanted Tii.xCox02-6 
samples and samples annealed at 570 °C for 2 hours, both of them showing oscillating 
effects. 
Qualitatively, the M s plot in Fig. 4.17 illustrates an oscillating behavior, showing 
that the there is an oscillating dependence of the M s value with the dose. In fact, a 
change in dose (or x) corresponds to a change in the average separation between the C o 
doping grains or C o atoms. It is well known in magnetic alloys that there is an 
oscillating dependence of magnetic exchange interaction between magnetic ions on their 
separation mediated by conduction electrons. This type of exchange was first proposed 
by Ruderman and Kittel [88] and later extended by Kasuya and Yosida. The theory for 
this exchange interaction is known as the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida ( R K K Y ) 
— 
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interaction. The interaction is characterised by a coupling coefficient (or so-called the 
R K K Y exchange coefficient), j, which oscillates from positive to negative as the 
separation of the ions changes and has a damped oscillatory nature. As a result, 
magnetic coupling in a pair of ions can be ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depending 
upon the separation between them. A magnetic ion induces a spin polarisation in the 
conduction electrons in its neighbourhood. At the same time, this spin polarisation in the 
conduction electrons is induced by the moments of other magnetic ions within range, 
leading to an indirect coupling. W e speculate that the oscillating dependence of M s on 
C o fraction observed in our samples may also be due to an RKKY-type interaction or 
similar mechanism. This has yet to be confirmed by further investigation. In fact, for all 
Tii.xCox02-8 films annealed at a fixed temperature, a similar oscillating feature was 
observed for M s versus C o dose curve, just like the as-implanted case. The M s values 
are in general greater than these obtained from the as-implanted films. There is a similar 
f i n d i n g b y Shono e t a l . [87], w h o r e p o r t e d t h a t t h e f e i T o m a g n e t i s m of a d i l u t e magnetic 
semiconductor, (Ga,Mn)As, is attributable to the R K K Y interaction investigated by 
scanning Hall probe microscopy. 
— 
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Fig. 4.18: Coercivity vs Co atomic fraction for as-implanted TiixCox02-8 samples and 
samples annealed at 570 °C for 2 hours. 
The coercivity shown in Fig. 4.18 shows two curves as a function of Co atomic 
concentration. One is taken from the as-implanted samples while the other is obtained 
from the annealed samples. Comparing to the as-implanted curve, the annealed curve 
shifts upward at a constant roughly except that a much larger shift can be found at x = 
4.29 and 5.39%. The upward shift demonstrates that the coercivity is always increased 
after the annealing process. 
4.1.4 Temperature varying resistivity measurements 
Figure 4.19 shows the semi-log plots of temperature dependent resistivity. The 
as-implanted Tii.xCox02-6 films with different value of x (different C o content) did not 
show a systematic change in resistivity in (a). It is proposed that the electronic 
conduction is dominated by disorders such as oxygen deficiency or oxygen vacancy 
[66]. Some films showed resistivity curves which have an insulating behavior at low 
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temperature and a metallic response near room temperature. TiOi, which has its cation 
in 4+ state, is a well-known band insulator without electrons in 3d band. In the Ti ion, 
two additional electrons can be introduced by the O vacancy. They can then move 
freely from one Ti ion to another, changing the band insulator into a metal. These 
results are consistent with those of Ref. [49]. Meanwhile, Fig. 4.19 (b) gives an example 
demonstrating semiconducting behavior of one as-implanted Tio.982Coo.oi802-5 film. This 
result on the other hand agrees with the results reported by Park et al [66]. Our results 
demonstrated that the electronic transport phenomena in these Co-implanted samples are 
very complicated, depending on the sample preparation conditions and their 
microstructures. 
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Fig. 4.19: As-implanted TiixCox02.6 samples (a) semi-log plot of resistivity vs Tmea 
(measurement temperature) for different value of x, (b) resistivity vs Tmea for x = 1.81%, 
measured by using van der Pauw technique 
4.2 Effects of annealing temperature 
4.2.1 R B S results 
Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the Ti and Co profiles from RBS spectra of 
Tio.957Coo.o4302-6 and Tio.85iCoo.i4902-8 films, respectively, annealed at different 
temperature for 2 hours in vacuum. The spectra for the as-implanted films are also 
included in these two figures for comparison. We are interested in studying the 
diffusion behaviors of Co atoms. We also included the Ti profiles owing to the 
overlapping of Ti and Co peaks for samples annealed at sufficiently high temperatures. 
— 
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Fig, 4.20: R B S spectra, showing Ti and Co peaks only, of the as-implanted 
Tio.957Coo.o4302^  film and films annealed at different temperature for 2 hours in vacuum. 
In Fig. 4.20, we cannot observe any significant broadening or diffusion tail of Co peaks 
for annealing temperatures up to 570 However, for the samples annealed at 640 and 
740 a diffusion tail and a significant broadening can be detected, showing that the 
existence of inward diffusion of the Co atoms. On the other hand, it should be noted that 
the peak areas of annealed samples are equal to that of the as-implanted one, showing 
that the annealing process did not cause any loss or increase in Co content. Similar 
analysis can be applied to the interpretation of Fig. 4.21. This time the inward diffusion 
can only be illustrated by a significant broadening for the sample annealed at the highest 
temperature (740。(：). 
— 
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Fig. 4.21: RBS spectra, showing Ti and Co peaks only，of the as-implanted Tio.ssr 
C00.149O2-5 film and films annealed at different temperature for 2 hours in vacuum, 
4.2.2 XRD results 
As shown in Fig. 4.22 are the X R D spectra of the as-implanted and annealed of a low 
dose implanted sample of composition Tio.gsvCoo.oAsOi-s- These spectra clearly show 
that there is a small amount of rutile phase formed after annealing, co-existing with the 
major anatase structure. No obvious Co peaks can be observed at least within 
— 
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the detection level for annealing temperatures equal to or below 570 °C. However, the 
X R D spectra of 640 and 740 annealed films show the formation of Co clusters with a 
small C o (111) peak. For sufficiently high temperature annealing, Co grains grow up 
significantly and so the peak becomes clear enough to be detected. Unlike the low-dose 
case, impurity C o peaks can be observed clearly in Fig. 4.23 for both the as-implanted 
and all the annealed samples. Another impurity phase, CoTiOs still appears after heat 
treatment although the peaks are hardly observable for relatively low annealing 
temperatures. Besides, no rutile phase can be detected at all for samples with or without 
heat treatment up to 640 °C for the high-dose samples. 
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Fig. 4.24: Cobalt grain size estimated by Scherrer formula as a function of annealing 
temperature for Tii-xCoxOz-s (x = 14.88%) films. 
The grain size, d can be estimated from the Scherrer formula as the following: 
- i S i (4.15) 
t 
— 
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where X is the wavelength of the x ray ( = 0.154 nm), (3 is the full-width-half-maximum 
(in radian) and 0 is the diffraction angle. The value of d determined for the as-implanted 
high dose sample with a composition of Tio.85iCoo.i4902-6 is 7.80 土 0.25 nm. It increased 
from about 7 to 17 n m after post-annealing. Figure 4.24 shows that the estimated grain 
size of C o generally increased with the annealing temperature, i.e. the Co grains grow up 
with the temperature. 
4.2.3 XPS results 
Besides the R B S and X R D analysis, we also investigated the structure of the 7.32 
at. % Co-doped Ti02 by an X P S technique. Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show the C o 2p core 
level spectra for the as-implanted Tio.927Coo.o7302.5 film and film annealed at 570 
respectively. These spectra were measured after Ar sputtering for four times with each 
lasting for 0.25 minute. Both samples give the core levels of Co 2p3/2 to be at about 
777.8 eV, which is assigned to be the standard metallic Co (peak position is at 778.3 eV) 
by assuming that the 0.5 eV shift could be due to the retained strain in thin films. A 
even larger shift of 0.76 eV was also attributable to the retained strain as proposed by A. 
Manivannan et al [86]. Moreover, Fig. 4.25 shows the core levels of the as-implanted 
sample, C o 2p3/2 and C o 2pi/2 at 777.80 and 792.77 eV respectively, while Fig. 4.26 
shows the core levels of the annealed sample, the C o 2p3/2 and C o 2pi/2 at 777.81 and 
792.78 eV respectively. In both cases, the peak separation is 14.97 eV, which is 
consistent to the standard value of peak separation of metallic cobalt. Therefore, w e can 
conclude that at least part of C o atoms in both the as-implanted and annealed x = 7.32% 
samples segregate to form clusters. This result is consistent to the solubility limit w e 
— 
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Fig. 4.25: A fitted C o 2p spectrum of as-implanted Tii-xCoxOz-s (x = 7.32%). There is 
no peak shift in binding energy 
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Fig. 4.26: A fitted C o 2p spectrum of Tii.xCoxOz-s (x = 7.32%) films annealed at 570 
for 2 hours in vacuum. There is a -0.4 eV peak shift correction in binding energy. 
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assumed in the RBS fitting models and the Co peaks found in X R D results. Although 
we cannot completely rule out the possibility of Co cluster formation at lower Co atomic 
fraction (smaller x), it is still reasonable enough to suggest that x = 7.32% is a critical 
level for the appearance of Co segregation by combining the RBS，XRD and XPS 
results. 
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Fig. 4.27: Comparison of Ti 2p spectra between TiO! and Tii.xCox02^ (x = 7.32%) 
films with and without annealing at 570 "C for 2 hours in vacuum. 
Figure 4.27 shows the Ti 2p core level spectra for the as-deposited (no peak shift 
due to peak correction) and annealed TiOi films (with +0.5 eV peak correction), as well 
as the as-implanted (no peak shift due to peak correction) and annealed Tio.927Coo.o7302^  
films (with -0.4 eV peak correction). The peak corrections were made by considering 
the corresponding Ar peaks. The standard Ti 2pm peak positions of Ti (0, 2+ and 4+) 
oxidation states of the standard Ti, TiO and TiO: are located at 454.1,455 and 458.8 eV, 
-
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respectively, indicated by the straight dash dot lines in the figure. The experimental 
results show that the core levels of Ti 2p3/2 in both the as-implanted and annealed 
Tio.927Coo.o7302-5 films samples occur at about 458.1 eV, exhibiting a 0.7 eV shift 
compared to that of standard TiO: (peak position is at 458.8 eV). The other core levels 
of Ti 2p3/2 in both the as-implanted and annealed films samples occurring at about 455 
and 455.2 eV, respectively, are comparable to that of standard TiO (peak position is at 
455 eV). It may be concluded that the samples contain both the Ti^ "^  and Ti4+ oxidations 
states. 
Table 4.1: The results for different core levels of as-implanted and vacuum annealed (at 
570 °C for 2 hours) Tio.927Coo.o7302-5 samples. 
Sample Core Peak position o f F W H M *A (eV) Bonding 
level 2p3/2 (eV) (eV) environment  
C o 2p3/2 777.80 LS 1 4 ^ ^ 
— t e d ： ^ TiO^  
Ti 2p3/2 - ^ TiO 
Annealed C o 2p3/2 777.81 LTS 1 4 ^ ^ 
Ti 2p3/2 458.1 - 5?7 TiO^ 
Ti 2p3/2 455.2 - ^ TiO 
* A refers to the separation between the two halves of the peaks (2p3/2 and 
Table 4.1 summarizes all the X P S results of the as-implanted and annealed 
Tio.927Coo.o7302-5 samplcs. W h e n comparing it to Table 3.2 or observing the peak 
positions from Fig. 4.27, one may find that the Ti 2p3/2 peak of implanted films shifts to 
lower binding energy for about 0.5 eV from the undoped Ti02 films. This suggests that 
the C o doping can induce changes in the bonding structures. 
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Fig. 4.28: C o profiles for as-implanted and annealed Tii.xCoxOz-s (x = 0.073 士 0.012) 
films. 
To study the C o profile inside the as-implant and annealed Ti0.927Coo.o7302.5 
samples, the C o atomic concentration from X P S results against sputter time is plotted in 
Fig. 4.28. The sputter time can normally reflect the depth. W h e n comparing this profile 
to our fitting model in Fig. 4.4 (b), the same feature of the surface segregation of C o can 
be observed. W h e n the sputtered time is equal to or larger than 0.5 minute, Gaussian 
distributions of C o are obtained in both the as-implanted and annealed films. One of the 
differences between the R B S result and X P S results in determining the Co profile is the 
resolution of the depth. Figure 4.4 (b) only employs three layers to estimate the C o 
profile, giving the depth resolution of 50 n m only. O n the other hand, Fig. 4.28 can give 
resolution up to 5 n m , which provides a more reliable result when determining the C o 
profiles. 
— 
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Fig. 4.29: Plan-view T E M images of Tii.xCox02-5 (a) annealed sample at 500 for 2 
hours in vacuum with x = 4.29% (b), (c) and (d) as-implanted sample with x = 7.32% 
with different magnification scales in which picture (d) shows a high resolution image. 
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Figure 4.29 shows the pi an-view T E M images of the Tii.xCox02-s films. In Fig. 
4.29 (a), the T E M image for the sample with x = 4.29% annealed at 500 °C for 2 hours 
in vacuum at least shows some black dots corresponding to C o particles. It seems to 
contradict to our R B S fitting result that x = 7.3 % is the solubility limit for the as-
implanted films. However, it is suggested that the annealing enhances the formation of 
clusters and so the solubility limit may be decreased. Besides, T E M image for sample 
with X = 7.32% in Fig. 4.29 (b) also illustrates the black dots reflecting the existence of 
C o clusters, which is consistent to the X P S result. This argument can be confirmed by 
using C o mapping in electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) later. In both images, the 
average size of C o particles (clusters) is estimated to be about 10 nm, while the average 
grain size of the anatase with grain boundaries is estimated to be about 200 nm. Figure 
4.29 (c) is a larger magnification of the figure (b). The average separation between C o 
clusters is approximately 50 nm. The size of the Co clusters ranging from 5 to 15 n m 
could be observed. A high-resolution T E M image can be found in Fig. 4.29 (d). T w o 
particular Co-rich clusters with about 6 n m in size are embedded in the anatase. It is 
suggested that two crystal structures were overlapping [49]. Moreover, the lattice 
parameters of the C o clusters and anatase can be evaluated. 
The mappings in E E L S were taken on the as-implanted sample with x = 7.32%. 
Figure 4.30 (a) showing a zero-loss plan-view T E M image is identical to Fig. 4.29 (c). 
The image (b) demonstrates a Ti mapping that has a grey background with black circle-
like images. This shows that Co clusters are isolated from a uniform Ti distribution. 
For C o mapping in (c), the brighter image in white represents Co clusters. By 
considering O mapping in (d), the uniform colours contained in the whole area 




Fig. 4.30: E E L S images of as-implanted Tii.xCOx02-s (x = 7.32%) (a) A zero-loss plan-
view image, (b) the corresponding mapping of element Ti, (c) C o and (d) O. 
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suggested that the Co atoms are not totally isolated from the O atoms. As a result, it is 
reasonable to say that the Co and O atoms may involve bonding linkage, implying that 
the possibility of the formation of other Co intermetallic compounds. 
It is difficult to conclude whether the Co atoms incorporated into the anatase 
matrix. There is only a fact that the Co atoms segregated to form clusters in our films. 
4.2.5 VSM results 
Figures 4.31 and 4.32 show the M-H curves for the Tii.xCoxCVs films, for x = 
4.29% (low dose) and 14.88% (high dose), annealed at different temperatures up to 740 
°C for 2 hours in vacuum. All measurements were made at room temperature with the 
magnetic field applied to the film plane. Clear hysteresis loops were observed at all 
annealing temperatures, showing that the annealed Tii-xCoxOi-s films are ferromagnetic 
at room temperature. 
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Fig. 4.31: Hysteresis loop of Tio.957Coo.o4302^  samples (as a function of annealing 
temperature for 2 hours in vacuum) measured at room temperature. 
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Fig. 4.32: Hysteresis loop of Tio.gsiCoo. 14902^ samples (as a function of annealing 
temperature for 2 hours in vacuum) measured at room temperature. 
In order to study and analyze the correlation between the magnetic properties of 
the films and the annealing temperature, we plotted in Fig. 4.33 and 4.34, respectively, 
the saturation magnetization，Ms, and coercivity. He, plots as functions of annealing 
temperature. The Ms value of both the low dose and high dose samples increased with 
the annealing temperature. For the low dose samples, the low temperature (300,400 and 
500 °C) annealing decreased the Ms values (lower than the as-implanted Ms value). 
However, for high dose sample, the annealing up to 500 increased the M^ values 
(higher than the as-implanted Ms value). This can be explained by considering that the 
Co atoms from its as-implanted purely doped state segregates to form clusters during the 
annealing process, according to the T E M result for sample annealed at 500 ®C (Fig. 4.29 
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Fig. 4.33: Saturation magnetization vs annealing temperature for Tii.xCox02-6 samples 
annealed for 2 hours in vacuum. Tan = 0 °C represents the as-implanted case. The 
vertical error bar for x = 14.88% is similar to the symbol size. 
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Fig. 4.34: Coercivity vs annealing temperature for Tii.xCox02-5 samples annealed for 2 
hours in vacuum. 
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(a)). However, the relatively higher temperature (570, 640 and 740 °C) annealing 
ensures larger M s values comparing to that of the as-implanted one. 
As the annealing temperature increases, the Co clusters grow up, the separation 
between C o clusters decreases making the Co-Co interactions become stronger, and so 
the M s value increases. A m o n g the low dose samples, the largest M s value reaches 1.95 
Hb per C o atom at the highest annealing temperature (740 °C), which is close to the M s 
value for low spin configuration. This value is larger than the M s value obtained from 
the high dose sample annealed at 740 °C. This is consistent to the argument explaining 
the increase in the M s value for increasing dose for x > 10.7% in Fig. 4.18. 
In Fig. 4.34, the coercivity for both the low and high dose samples increases with 
the annealing temperature up to 640 All the low-dose coercivity values are lower 
than the high-dose ones except for the 740 annealed sample. Owing to the growth of 
the C o clusters for the increasing annealing temperature, it is suggested that the samples 
screen the domain switching more significantly under the applied field [70]. In addition, 
the relatively larger amount of C o clusters inside the high dose sample makes the 
screening effect more significantly. However, it is difficult to tell the reason for the 
sharp drop in coercivity when the annealing temperature reaches 740 °C. 
Since largest M s value was obtained for Tio.957Coo.o4302-5 sample annealed at 740 
w e are interested in studying the magnetic properties of this sample at low 
temperatures (Fig. 4.35 (a)), with the measurements for the as-implanted one (Fig. 4.35 
(b)) as a comparison. Error bars of the low temperature measurements are 0.13 and 0.07 
M-b per C o atom respectively for annealed (740 and as-implanted samples. Figures 
4.36 and 4.37 summarize the results obtained in Fig. 4.35 and show the magnetization-
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temperature (M-T) plot and coercivie force-temperature plots respectively. The M - T 
curve for the 740 °C annealed sample shows that the magnetization is almost 
independent of temperature, in agreement with the findings that the Curie temperature is 
well above room temperature, reported by Matsumoto et al. [28], Chambers et al. [61] 
and Park et al [66]. As they proposed that Co substitutes Ti successfully in their Co-
doped films, we can also suggest that the magnetization of our annealed film mainly 
originates from the doping nature. The annealed film has a larger magnetization value 
of approximately 2 |lib / Co atom measured at low temperatures when compared to the 
value for the as-implanted film with only 0.8 to 1.1 |lib / Co atom. The coercive force 
increases with decreasing temperature, probably implying the increasingly effective 
pinning of domain walls by dislocations or film defects. In general, the annealed film 
has larger values in the coercive force measured at low temperatures when compared to 
that in the as-implanted film. 
4.2.6 Temperature varying resistivity measurements 
Figure 4.38 shows the plots of temperature dependent resistivity for the as-
implanted Tio.957Coo.o4302-5 film and films annealed at 300, 500 and 740 for 2 hours 
in vacuum. As mentioned above, the electronic conduction is dominated by the oxygen 
deficiency or oxygen vacancy. The annealed Tii-xCoxC^-s films with highest annealing 
temperature at 740 °C shows lowest resistivity in Fig. 4.38 (a), comparing to the other 
annealing temperatures and the as-implanted case. It is suggested that for 740 °C 
annealing process, a diffusion is significant as shown in Fig. 4.21. Under this condition, 
it is supposed that the O atoms diffuse and escape to the surrounding without any 
— 
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Fig. 4.38: As-implanted Tio.957Coo.o4302.8 film and films annealed at different 
temperatures for 2 hours in vacuum (a) semi-log resistivity vs Tmea (measurement 
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compensation in a vacuum. Therefore, many O vacancies would be generated, causing a 
decline in the resistivity (or an increase in the conductivity). Meanwhile, Fig. 4.38 (b) 
demonstrates an only semiconducting behavior of the 500 °C annealed film. These 
results show that the annealing temperature is one of the factors to influence the 
microstructures and so the electrical properties of the films. 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, the structures of the Co-implanted Ti02 thin films were studied 
by R B S , X R D , X P S and T E M measurements. The magnetic and electrical properties of 
the films were discussed based on the analysis of the V S M results and resistivity 
measurements respectively. By varying the implant dose, the films will have different 
C o atomic fractions x in the format of Tii.xCox02-5. The assigned x in the film was used 
as a dose representation in this and also next chapter. The films with x = 4.29 and 
14.88% were chosen to be annealed at various temperatures and the annealed films were 
studied. 
W e found that the implant dose directly affected the nature of the Co-implanted 
thin films. There are two groups of them: One is purely Co-doped for lower implant 
dose; the other is the Co-doped with segregation of C o clusters for higher implant dose. 
The ratio of the C o clusters to that of Co-doped films could be determined by R B S 
S I M N R A simulation. The solubility limit of the films is assumed to be about 7.3%, 
corresponding to about 2.9 x lO'^ C o / c m l This is based on the result of X R D , X P S 
and T E M measurements. The X R D pattern shows a critical doping level (x = 7.32%) for 
C o diffracted peak to appear. By fitting the X P S spectrum, we found that the core level 
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of C o 2p3/2 was matched to the peak position of metallic cobalt. Furthermore, T E M 
micrographs demonstrate the Co clusters directly by elemental mapping. On the other 
hand, a C o diffracted peak was also detected at sufficiently high temperature, 740 
even for a low C o atomic fraction (x = 4.29%). However, the cluster formation of other 
C o metallic compounds cannot be completely ruled out. Further studies are needed to 
clarify this possibility. 
Apart from the structural properties, the magnetic properties of the implanted 
films were discussed in details. With magnetic field applied parallel to the film surface, 
room temperature ferromagnetism was found in all as-implanted and annealed Co-
implanted Ti02 thin films. Oscillating behaviour was observed in the plot of saturation 
magnetization M s against atomic fraction x. W e believed that this behaviour is related 
to the R K K Y interactions. Apart from the dose effect, annealing is another factor to 
affect the magnetic properties of the films. Largest saturation magnetization (1.95 |Ib/ 
C o atom) of the films was obtained at highest annealing temperature 740。C since most 
C o atoms occupied substitutional positions in TiOi matrix. This M s value has reached 
the low spin configuration, which saturation magnetization is about 1.9 |lib / Co atom. 
This is an implication of C o doping effect. The film with x = 4,29% annealed at 500 
shows semiconducting behaviour attributed by the oxygen deficiency. One oxygen 
vacancy can introduce two additional electrons for conduction. 
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5.1 Iron dose dependence 
5.1.1 R B S results 
In the R B S experiments, a beam of He++ ions with an energy of 3 M e V was 
employed to impinge on a series of Fe-implanted Ti02 samples. The R B S spectra of the 
as-implanted samples were plotted as shown in Fig. 5.1. W h e n the dose is becoming 
larger, it is trivial that the Fe backscattered peak intensity is increasing. The line with a 
lighter colour is a simulated line. Similar to the Co-implanted case, there are two 
categories of fitting results, purely doped films without any clusters and the combination 
of doping and clustering. 
‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1  
Q Syrrtol: experirrental 
2500- Une:sirnLiated 
0 - 丨 i 1 1 1 A I 】 I I 、 ( • ) 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 
Chamel 
Fig. 5.1: R B S spectra taken by 3 M e V He++ as a function of Fe dose: (a) 8.30 x 10i5, (b) 
1.38 X 1016，（c) 1 79 X 1016，(d) 2.2 x 10i6, (e) 2.75 x 10i6, (f) 3.30 x 10i6, (g) 4.95x lO'^ 
Fe/cm^. 
m 
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Total 
Ti O Fe (X 10'^ 
(in %) (in %) (in %) atoms/cm^) ；  
Ti96.o%Fe4.o%Oi.67 25 n m 
36 62.5 1.5 200 
Tl95.4%Fe4,%Oi.54 13 腿 
350 Ti鶴Fe2.i%Oi,8 45 n m 
34.5 65.2 5 0 0 O Ti99.1%Feo.9%02.oo 5 7 n m 
33.3 66.7 1300 1 5。 • 
33.3%Si 66.7%0 750 ^ 114nm 
100% Si ^  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5.2: A multi-layer R B S fitting model using S I M N R A of a nominal dose of 1.38 x 
1016 Fe/cm^ showing: (a) the atomic percentage of each atoms with a total number of 
atoms per unit area, (b) construction of Tii-x'Fex'02-5 in the implanted region with an 
estimated thickness of each layer. As a whole, x = 2.16%. 
Total 
Ti O Fe (X 1015 
(ill %) (in %) (in %) atoms/cm^) 
38.5 59 2.5 80 Ti93.9%Fe6.1%01.44 丨！腿 
37.8 56.4 5.8 370 Ti86.7%Fe133%01.29 42 n m 
36.2 62.6 1.2 400 Ti96.8%Fe3.2%01.67 50 n m 
^  
33.3 66.4 0.3 300 Ti99.1%Feo.9%01.98 ；35 n m 
33.3 66.7 0 1050 Ti02 121 n m 
33.3%Si 66.7%0 700 Si02 106 n m 
100% Si Si 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5.3: Construction of multi-layer models similar to Fig. 4.3 except that nominal dose 
=3.30 X 10'^ Fe/cm^ and x = 5.48% as a whole. One major difference is that the two 
layers in grey should be rewritten as (99.9% Ti94.o%Fe6.o%01.44 + 0.1% Fe clusters) and 
(92.2% Ti94.0%Fe6.0%01.40 + 7.8% Fe clusters) respectively, assuming that x' = 6 % is the 
solubility limit of Fe in particular layer(s). 
— 
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Figure 5.2 shows the purely Fe-doped case with T^h-x^ ^2-Sj only while 
Fig. 5.3 indicates the existence of Fe clusters accompany with the doped films. Figures 
5.2 (a) and 5.3 (a) are the fitting parameters in the S I M N R A simulation expressed as 
multi-layer models. These data became meaningful and useful (Fig. 5.2(b) and 5.3 (b)) 
after a series of calculations by using Eq. 4.1 to 4.11 with only two modifications. First, 
the C o atoms were replaced by Fe atoms and so the atomic density of Co (= 8.989 atoms 
/ cm�）in Eq. 4.9 was changed to that of Fe (= 8.47 atoms / cm〗). Second, the maximum 
Fe % in the layer in Eq. 4.6 without segregation of clusters (i.e. the solubility x') is 
defined to be 6 % but not 10% (in Co case). The reason behind this definition, which is 
based on the X R D result (Fig. 5.9 in next section), has already been explained in the Co 
case. The overall solubility, x is assumed to be only 3.0%, lower than 7.3% (obtained in 
the C o case). When observing the numerical values of Fe % in the figures (b), one can 
obtain the information of a rough Gaussian distribution of Fe atoms in the implanted 
regions. Besides the non-uniform distribution of the Fe atoms, the O atoms are found to 
be uneven too due to the diffusion. Similar to the Co case, the Fe-TiCh films are oxygen 
deficient. W h e n considering the whole thickness t of the implanted regions, 140 and 
138 n m are obtained in Fig. 5.2 (b) and 5.3 (b) respectively. The thickness values are so 
close to the implanted thickness (〜150 nm) obtained by T R I M simulation (Fig. 2.2). 
Figure 5.4 shows the relation between the retained dose determined by the R B S 
fitting results and the nominal dose set in the implantation experiment. Unlike the Co-
implanted case, the Fe atoms retained is not a straight linear line. The curve, however, 
seems to saturate at 3.5 x cm"^ approximately when the nominal dose equals to 
about 3.5 X lO'^ cm"^. Meanwhile, the retained dose is normally less than the nominal 
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Fig. 5.4: Retained doses obtained by R B S fitting results using S I M N R A for a series of 
nominal doses of Fe implanted into as-deposited TiCh. 
14"! 1 1 1 1 1 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 “ 
‘ — o — X in Ti^  / e P g ^ by TRIM simulation _ 
12 - —•— X in as-implanted Ti^  ^ Fe^ Og^  by / “ 
• SIMNRA simulation -
1。： / ： 
^ 8 - -
4: Z 7 -
0"| 1 1 1 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Nominal dose ( X cm"^ ) 
Fig. 5.5: Fe atomic fraction, x in Tii_xFex02-s determined by T R I M simulation, and 
obtained by R B S fitting results using S I M N R A as a function of nominal dose. Here, the 
values of X are allowed to exceed the overall solubility limit (3.0%). 
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dose. These can be accounted by the sputtering effect, which has already been discussed 
in Section 4.1.1. Another way to express the R B S result fitted by S I M N R A simulation 
is the dependence of the Fe atomic fraction in x on the varying nominal dose as shown in 
Fig. 5.5. The values of x predicted by T R I M simulation were also plotted as a 
comparison. The difference between the predicted value and the experimental value at 
the same nominal dose generally increases with the nominal dose, implying that the 
effect of sputtering phenomenon increases. 
1 5 0 - 1 — 1 — I — I — I — I — I — I — I —‘— I — < — I —‘— I — > — 
145- -
— • 









一 i25_ —•—As-implanted Fe-TiOg _ 
1 2 0 - j — I — I — I — I — I — I — 1 — I — I — I — I — I — I — I — > — 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
Retained dose ( X 1 c m " ^ ) 
Fig. 5.6: Thickness of implanted layer drops for a fixed extraction voltage at 65 kV as a 
result of sputtering effect during the implantation. Dash lines Li and L2 are two fitted 
straight lines. 
The R B S fitting results can also give the information of the thickness. Figure 5.6 
shows a plot of the implanted thickness against retained dose. It should be noted that 
there is only a small variation in thickness (within 10 nm). The trend of the thickness is 
generally a decline for increasing retained dose. However, it is difficult to draw any 
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conclusion for this slight decline because there are some assumptions in the calculation 
of the thickness and tolerances in the fittings. As mentioned before, the Fe clusters are 
formed when x is larger than 3.0%. In such cases, Fe doping inside the TiO? matrix and 
Fe clustering co-exist in the films. The corresponding proportions at sufficiently large 
retained doses are shown in Fig. 5.7. The rate of Fe clustering increases as the retained 
• 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 1  
5 - I I Doping _ 
W B l Clustering x = 7.18% 
I _ _ 
4- -
X = 5.48% 
3- X = 3.95% 门 -
0) • i 
LJ" x = 3.07% 翻 I 
： i . i . I. i : 
U"| H I •_'、 1 1 ~ ‘ 'I ‘ ― ^  
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
Retained dose ( X 1 cm"^) 
Fig. 5.7: According to R B S fitting model, percentage of Fe clusters increase as retained 
dose after x exceeds the solubility of 3.0%. The total percentage of clustering and 
doping gives the value of x. 
dose. One may suspect the uniformity of Fe dose in the films. The doses at different 
places of the implanted samples in the quarter of a 4" wafer were checked by R B S 
fitting results for nominal dose = 2.75 x lO'*^  cm"^. The geometrical representation can 
be found in Fig. 5.8. This is acceptable that only less than 16% variation when 
comparing the largest and smallest doses at the checked points. 
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2.479 2.325 丨 X X 
Fig. 5.8: Checking uniformity of Fe retained doses (numbers are in Fe/cm^) of few 
points in the quarter of a 4" wafer for nominal dose = 2.75 x lO^^Fe/cm^. The crosses 
indicate the actual position of the R B S measurement. 
5.1.2 X R D results 
Figure 5.9 shows the X R D patterns of the as-implanted Fe-TiOi films with the 
values X ranging from 1.42 to 7.18%. Although there was no annealing process, sharp 
peaks can be observed for all Fe doses due to the induced formation of poly-crystallised 
structure during the implantation at the temperatures higher than 300 Anatase is the 
major phase obtained for all values of x. Rutile phase is a minor phase existing in some 
small-dose films but not all. However, there is an impurity phase of FeTiO�，which is a 
known Ti-Fe-O compound, oriented at (104) for some certain values of x. Besides, it is 
important to point out that a pure Fe peak oriented at (110) for x is equal to or greater 
than 3.07%. This gives a solid evidence of the formation of Fe clusters and provides 
basic information for the assumption of the overall solubility of Fe in TiO: thin films. 
Post-annealing of the Fe-Ti02 films were performed in vacuum at 570 °C for 2 
hours. Any phase transformations of the films were studied by X R D measurement as 
107 
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Fig. 5.9: X R D patterns of as-implanted Tii.xFex02-5 as a function of Fe atomic fraction, x 
in percentage. 
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Fig. 5.10: X R D patterns of Tii-xFex02-5 annealed at 570 °C for 2 hours as a function of 
Fe atomic fraction, x in percentage. 
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illustrated in Fig. 5.10. Like the as-implanted case, anatase is the major phase while 
rutile is the minor phase for all values of x. Besides, the pure Fe peak can also be 
observed for x equal to or greater than 3.07%. This shows that the annealing cannot 
give any changes for the significant phases. The only major difference is the 
disappearance of the impurity phase FeTiOs originally existing at about 32.5 ° for some 
as-implanted samples. 
5.1.3 VSM results 
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the hysteresis loop of the as-implanted Tii.xFex02-§ 
films and films annealed at 570 for 2 hours in vacuum. All measurements were taken 
at room temperature, with applied magnetic field parallel to the sample surface. All the 
films exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism with clear M - H curves, except the one 
with atomic fraction equal to 1.42% after the heat treatment. 
2.0-| , , 1 . i 1 “ 1  
• 300K . _、，、><<。•-愁、• • 
1.5- H//sample surface _ 
1.0- m . 
TO 0.0 - # f  
J .OS： ；遭 二 二 ： 
J - X = 2.68% . 
-1.。- 二 = 二 “ 
-2.0 -I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
H(T) 
1 
Fig. 5.11: Hysteresis loop of as-implanted Tii.xFex02-s samples (as a function of x) 
measured at room temperature. 
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Fig. 5.12: Hystersis loop of Tii-xFcxCb^ s samples annealed at 570 ''C for 2 hours (as a 
function of x) measured at room temperature. 
According to these loops, the saturation magnetization (Ms)-(iose (Fig. 5.13) and 
coercivity-dose (Fig. 5.14) plots were obtained as shown below: 
— 1 — I — I — I — • — I — • — I — • — I — • — I — ‘ — I — ‘ — 
2 2 - -
2.0- o o •： 
e fi �; 
J。.8: // : 
。-6- / / —•— As-implanted _ 
0.4」 I -o- Annealed (570 °C) -
0.2- / -
0.0-1—I—1^—I—I—I—I—I—1—I—1—I—‘—I—‘— 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
X(%) 
Fig. 5.13: Saturation magnetization vs Fe atomic fraction for as-implanted Tii.xFex02-s 
samples and samples annealed at 570 for 2 hours. 
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Fig, 5.14: Coercivity vs Fe atomic fraction for as-implanted TiixFcxOz-s samples and 
samples annealed at 570 for 2 hours. 
The M s value saturates at about 1.6 and 2 i^ b / Fe atom respectively for both as-
implanted and annealed case for x larger than 4 % . The M s value for bulk Fe is 
approximately 2.1 |J-b / Fe atom. This gives a reference point that the magnetic 
behaviour of high dose Fe films is similar to that represented by bare Fe clusters 
particularly for the annealed films. Like the cobalt-implanted case, it is proposed that 
the oscillating effect of the plot may be due to the R K K Y interaction. It is suggested 
that the magnetization value is dependent on the change of Fe separation. On the other 
hand, the magnetic behaviour of the film with the smallest atomic Fe fraction (x 〜1.5%) 
disappears after annealing. At this moment, it is hard to give an explanation on this. 
After talking about the saturation magnetization, the coercivity is also worth to be 
mentioned. From Fig. 5.14, we can see that there is a general increase in coercivity with 
I 
— 
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increasing Fe atomic fraction, only with a sharp drop at largest x (-7%) for the as-
implanted film. This trend is quite different from the Co-implanted case. 
All the above curves discussed were taken with magnetic field applied parallel to 
the plane surface. For completeness, Fig. 5.15 shows the M - H loops obtained by 
perpendicular and in-plane applied field at the same amount of Fe dopants as below: 
1 1 1 ‘ “ 1 ‘ 1  
1.5- 300 K -
• — » - X = 2 . 1 6 % (H _1_ sample) • 
1 . 0 - — ^ X = 2 . 1 6 % (H 7lsample) ^ -
i I 『 -
S。•。 if  
|.o.s： ： 
1 “ 1 • ‘ 1 ‘ 1  
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
H(T) 
Fig. 5.15: Perpendicular and in-plane hysteresis loop of as-implanted TiiJFexOs-s 
measured at room temperature. 
Unlike Co-implanted case, the perpendicular measurement of the Fe-implanted film 
gives a larger magnetic moment obviously. This points out that the anisotropic property 
of transition metal - implanted Ti02 films depends on the implant species. 
— 
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5.1.4 Temperature varying resistivity measurements 
Figure 5.16 (a) shows the semi-log plot of resistivity against measurement 
temperature at different Fe atomic fraction x. There is a general trend that the smaller 
values of x give larger values of resistivity for temperature ranging from 30 to 420 K. 
Although there are different proportions of Fe doping grains for different values of x, it 
seems that their electrical responses at various temperatures are quite similar except for 
the smallest value of x (x = 1.42%). This shows that the nature of the Fe species, no 
matter for doping or clustering, does not change the electrical properties of the films 
significantly. As mentioned in the Co-implanted case, it is supposed that the electrical 
conduction is dominated by disorders like oxygen deficiency or oxygen vacancy. Most 
films showed resistivity curves which have an insulting behaviour at low temperatures. 
It is interesting to plot the resistivity graph (Fig. 5.16 (b)) independently for the smallest 
atomic fraction. The film shows a semiconducting behaviour, which has already been 
confirmed by R B S and X R D analysis. 
— — 
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Fig. 5.16: As-implanted TiixFex02-s samples (a) semi-log plot of resistivity vs Tmea 
(measurement temperature) for different value of x, (b) resistivity vs Tmea for x = 1.42%, 
measured by using van der Pauw technique. 
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Effects of annealing temperature 
5丄1 RBS results 
The Fe-Ti02 samples with x = 2.16% were post-annealed at temperatures 
ranging from 300 to 740 for 2 hours in vacuum. The RBS spectra of the samples 
were taken and only Ti and Fe backscattered peaks are shown in Fig. 5.17. 
• I “ TI - As-implanted " 
1 ——500。C -
\ ——570 OC 
二 ： 
I Fe -
. , V^~ 
650 700 750 800 
Channel 
Fig. 5.17: R B S spectra, showing Ti and Fe peaks only, of the as-implanted Tio.946-
Feo.o2202-8 film and films annealed at different temperature for 2 hours in vacuum. 
Like the annealed low dose Co-implanted case, the Fe peaks of the highest two 
annealing temperature (640 and 740 ®C) demonstrate inwards diffusion. It is noted that 
the as-implanted Gaussian-like Fe peak becomes a flat shape for these two annealing 
temperatures. This illustrates that the Fe atoms tend to diffuse as a uniformly distributed 
layer. Besides, the Fe peak tails of the RBS spectra seem to appear at a deeper depth 
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reflected by the left shift of the Fe peaks to smaller channel. This significantly 
demonstrates the effect of the inwards diffusion, however, the doses at these highest two 
annealing temperatures are difficult to be exactly determined owing to the severe 
overlapping between Ti and Fe peaks. The other spectra are just like the as-implanted 
spectrum shown as a dash line in the figure. 
5.2.2 X R D results 
Figure 5.18 shows the X R D patterns of the as-implanted Tio.978Feo.o2202-8 film 
and films annealed at different temperatures. This as-implanted film has impurity phase 
FeTiOs apart from the major anatase and minor rutile phases. However, the heat 
treatment removed the impurity phase and left the anatase and rutile phases. It should be 
noted that the amount of the rutile structure increases as the annealing temperature 
increases. In fact, the rutile is a high-temperature phase that the higher temperatures 
favour the formation of the rutile structures. Moreover, the as-implanted film does not 
show any Fe peak in the X R D pattern while there is a Fe peak for 640 and 740 °C 
annealed films. This situation has already been visited by the Co-implanted case and 
even sharper peaks in this Fe-implanted case can be observed comparatively. The 
segregation of Fe atoms is regarded to be the diffusion effect according to the R B S 
results. 
n v 
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Fig. 5.18: X R D patterns of Tio.978Feo.o2202-s annealed at different temperature for 2 hours 
in vacuum. 
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5丄3 VSM results 
The M - H curves of vacuum annealed Tio.978Feo.o2202^  films were taken at room 
temperature and shown in Fig. 5.19. It should be noted that the saturation field of the 
M-H curves of the films annealed 640 and 740 is at about 0.5 and 0.75 T respectively. 
These values are significantly greater than that obtained in lower-temperature annealed 
films. This suggests that it is more difficult to saturate the magnetic film after the Fe 
diffused to form clusters, by combining the results of X R D ad RBS results. 
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Fig. 5.19: Hysteresis loop of Tio.978Feo.o2202-5 samples (as a function of annealing 
temperature for 2 hours in vacuum) measured at room temperature. 
In order to get more analytical results, we plotted the saturation magnetization 
and coercivity against annealing temperature as illustrated in Fig. 5.20. It is interesting 
that the curve of the saturation magnetization is just opposite of that of the coercivity. 
That means upon changing the annealing temperatures, a higher M s value gives a 
TT^ 
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smaller value of coercivty while a lower M s value gives a larger value of coercivity. 
There is an interaction at about 620 °C. The trend of the magnetic properties against 
annealing temperatures is quite different to the annealed Co-implanted Ti02 films. This 
implies that the controlled factors of the magnetic properties are also different. The 
amount of rutile-doped grains increase with the annealing temperature from the X R D 
results. Meanwhile, the M s values of the films increased with the annealing temperature 
for 500 °C or above. Moreover, the 640 and 740 °C annealed films give a M s value even 
larger than the bulk Fe M s value of 2.1 |lIb / Fe atom. In particular, the measured value 
of M s for 740 °C annealed film is 3.57 |lIb / Fe atom, which is close to 3.7 |lIb / Fe atom 
corresponding to the intermediate spin configuration. This illustrates the Fe doping 
effect. O n the other hand, however, it seems that the rutile-doped grains degrade the 
coercivity of the films. This means that the more the rutile-doped grains is, the smaller 
the coercivity of the films has. 
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Fig. 5.20: Saturation magnetization and coercivity vs annealing temperature for 
Tio.978Feo.02202-8 samples annealed for 2 hours in vacuum. 
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5.2.4 Temperature varying resistivity measurements 
Figure 5.21 (a) shows the plots of temperature dependent of the resistivity of the 
as-implanted Tio.978Feo.o2202.8 films and films annealed at 300, 500 and 740 The 
basic behaviour of the trend of the curves is the same as that of the annealed Co-
implanted Ti02. Like the Co-implanted case, the major mechanism of the conduction 
behaviour is the oxygen deficiency in the films. It has been proposed that in the last 
chapter that when the annealing temperature increases, the number of O vacancies 
increases, and thus the resistivity of the films decline. Figure 5.21 (b) demonstrates a 
typical semiconducting behaviour of the 500 °C annealed film. Our films show that the 
resistivity of the films strongly depends on the microstructures by varying the annealing 
temperature. 
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Fig. 5.21: As-implanted Tio.957Feo.o2202.8 film and films annealed at different 
temperatures for 2 hours in vacuum (a) semi-log resistivity vs Tmea (measurement 
temperature), (b) resistivity vs Tmea, measured by using van der Pauw technique. 
5.3 Summary 
Fe implantation into TiO: is only a preliminary trial and the corresponding 
results are not as deeply discussed as that in the Co-implanted case. In this chapter, the 
structures of the Fe-implanted TiOz thin films were studied by R B S and X R D 
measurements only. The magnetic properties were discussed based on the analysis of 
V S M results while the electrical properties of the films were measured by resistivity 
measurements respectively. By varying the implant dose, the films will have different 
Fe atomic fractions x in the format of Tii-xFcxOz-g. The films with fixed atomic fraction 
at 2.16% were annealed at various temperatures and the annealed films were studied. 
— 
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Similar to the Co-implanted case, we found that the implant dose directly 
affected the nature of the Fe-implanted thin films. There are two groups of them: One is 
purely Fe-doped for lower implant dose; the other is the Fe-doped with segregation of Fe 
clusters for higher implant dose. The ratio of the Fe clusters to that of Fe-doped films 
could be determined by R B S S I M N R A simulation. The solubility limit of the films is 
assumed to be about 3 % , corresponding to about 1.8 x Fe / cm〗. This is based on 
the result of X R D measurement. The X R D pattern shows a critical doping level (x = 
3.07%) for Fe diffracted peak to appear. On the other hand, a Fe diffracted peak was 
also detected at sufficiently high temperature, 640 °C, even for a low Fe atomic fraction 
0 = 2.16%). 
Apart from the structural properties, the magnetic properties of the implanted 
films were discussed in details. With magnetic field applied parallel to the film surface, 
room temperature ferromagnetism was found in nearly all as-implanted and annealed Fe-
impl anted Ti02 thin films. Different to Co-implanted case, the magnetization of lowest 
dose sample degrades to zero after annealing at 570 Oscillating behaviour was 
observed in the plot of saturation magnetization M s against atomic fraction x. W e 
believed that this behaviour is related to the Fe atomic spacing in the effect of Fe 
clustering and doping. Apart from the dose effect, annealing is another factor to affect 
the magnetic properties of the films. Similar to Co-implanted case, largest saturation 
magnetization (3.57 |1b / C o atom) of the films was obtained at highest annealing 
temperature 740 since most Fe atoms occupied substitutional positions in TiO: matrix. 
This M s value has reached the intermediate spin configuration, which saturation 
magnetization is about 3.7 |LIb/ Fe atom [85]. This is an evidence of Fe doping effect. 
_ _ — 
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Besides the in-plane V S M measurement, the perpendicular measurement has also been 
done and the room temperature ferromagnetism also exists. Apart from the magnetic 
studies, temperature varying resistivity measurements were also mentioned. The film 
with X = 2.16% annealed at 500 shows semiconducting behaviour attributed by the 
oxygen deficiency. One oxygen vacancy can introduce two additional electrons for 
conduction. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and future work 
In this work, w e have prepared Co- and Fe-doped Ti02 thin films by ion 
implantation and studied their structures and properties. The structures of the films were 
investigated by various characterization techniques including R B S , X R D , X P S and T E M , 
R B S demonstrates one doping model when the atomic fraction is below the solubility 
limit, and another doping with clusters model exceeding the solubility limit. X R D 
shows the metallic peaks when the implant dose is large or the annealing temperature is 
high. X P S reveals the co-existence of Ti^ "^  and Ti^. oxidation states in the Co-TiO: films. 
High resolution T E M shows C o clusters in the films. Based on the results of various 
techniques, two models of structures, one is pure doping and another is doping 
accompany with clusters, have been proposed from R B S fitting results successfully. 
The magnetic properties of the Co-implanted and Fe-impl anted thin films related 
to implant dose were discussed in details. The room temperature feiTomagnetism has 
already been observed in the Co-implanted and Fe-impl anted samples successfully. 
Besides, there is an oscillating effect in saturation magnetization (Ms) against atomic 
fraction plot for both Co-implanted and Fe-implanted thin films. It may be attributable 
to the R K K Y interactions. Some M s values obtained exceed the bulk M s value. For 
example, as shown in Table 6.1，the highest M S values obtainable are 1.95 |IB/ CO atom 
and 3.57 |lIb/ Fe atom, which are corresponding to low spin state and intermediate state. 
This is strongly believable that some of those samples involve doping in nature, i.e. 
some C o intermetallic compounds other than pure C o clusters. 
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Table 6.1: The characteristics of the Co-implanted and Fe-impl anted Ti02 thin films. 
Co-implanted Fe-impl anted 
Lowest doping level for 
diffracted C o / Fe peak to 7.32% 3.07% 
appear in X R D 
Solubility limit T m 3 % 
Dose for solubility limit 2.9 x Co / cm^ 1.8 x Fe / cm^ 
Lowest annealing 
temperature for diffracted 740 640 
C o / Fe peak to appear in (x = 4.29%) (x = 2.16%) 
X R D for a fixed low dose 
Largest magnetization 
value (H // sample) at room 1.95 |lIb 丨 Co atom 3.57 |iB / Fe atom 
temperature obtained at 740 
°C annealed films 
Our difficulty is that the cluster formations are easily found in the ferromagnetic 
films. The M s value increases with annealing temperature. However, the highest 
annealing temperature will induce and favour the formation of clusters. In the future, it 
is worth to investigate for the methods to obtain cluster-free Co-and Fe-TiO: with high 
magnetic moments. The above results are obtained based on a high implantation current 
(> 3 m A ) and so a high implantation temperature (> 300 °C). It is suggested that a lower 
implantation current and so a lower implantation temperature can suppress the formation 
of clusters. It is also of interest to design various thermal treatments on samples with 
various implant doses and see how the properties are dependent on these processing 
conditions. 
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Appendix I: Determination of Co fraction from the T R I M data. 
The Ti atomic density in anatase TiO〗 (nxi) can be calculated from the mass density 
(3.84 g/cm^) as the following: 
=3.84x6.02x1023 
""一 47.88 + 16x2 
=2.89 X 1022 atoms/cm^ 
For dose = 2.2 x lO'^ ions/cm^, the T R I M data for calculating the peak value of Fig. 2.4 
is shown below in Table Al: 
Table Al: The peak atomic concentration obtained from T R I M data for C o implanted 
into anatase Ti02 at 65 k V and corresponding particle fraction. 
Charge state Energy The peak atomic concentration Particle fraction 
(keV) (atoms/cm^) 
‘ Co(l+) — 65 ~ 6.43 x 1021 51.65% “ 
Co(2+) — 130 1.76x 1021 44.81% 
“ C o ( 3 + ) 195 5.57 x 10^" 3.54% 
The peak atomic concentration in total (nc。’ peak) 
=(6.43 X 102i X 51.65% + 1.76 x x 44.81% + 5.57 x 10^^x3.54%) atoms/cm^ 
=4.13 X 10^' atoms/cm^ 
The peak atomic fraction of C o 
一 ^ Co. peak 
n Co ’ peak + ^Ti 
4.13x10'' 
一 4.13x1021 +2.89x1022 
=12.5%, which is the peak value of C o profile in Fig. 2.6. 
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Appendix II: Temperature profiles of vacuum annealing 
Our vacuum annealing set-up is a home-made design. The temperature provided to 
the samples is supplied by a heater. Since the ramp up rate of the heater is not 
programmable, the time control of the annealing is a difficulty. Besides, ramp up time 
may be different for the sample to be heated up at different target temperature. 
Therefore, it is important to know the temperature profiles for different annealing 
temperatures. To do so, the time was taken by a stop watch while the temperature was 
monitored by a thermocouple and a pyrometer. After recording a sufficiently large 
number of data, they would be plotted as shown in Fig. Al. 
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Fig. Al: Plots of temperature versus time at different applied voltage of the heater. 
In this study, the definition of the annealing time refers to how long the samples 
stayed at a steady temperature, i.e. the time after the temperature got steady until the 
power of the heater was switched off. Although the target annealing time is fixed at 2 
hours, the whole process takes nearly 4 hours. 
m 
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Appendix III: Explanation on how the range of TiCh thicknesses is obtained 
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Fig. A2: The Ti backscattered peak of R B S spectrum from TiO: thin films deposited at 
12 m m from the centre of the sample holder. The range of thicknesses is obtained: (a) 
252 n m (lower bound); (b) 262 n m (upper bound). 
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Only one layer was modeled for the as-deposited TiO: thin films in the S I M N R A 
simulation. By changing the total number of atoms in this layer (corresponding to the 
width of the Ti backscattered peak) during fitting, a range of thickness of Ti02 films can 
be obtained. Fig. A 2 illustrates the variation of fitting the peak width of the third data 
point (at a distance of 12 m m from the centre of the sample holder) of Fig. 3.2. The 
range of thickness obtained is from 252 to 262 n m (i.e. 257 土 5 nm). This explains why 
there are error bars in Fig. 3.2 and how they are evaluated. 
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Appendix IV: The influence on the values of the atomic concentration x, C o cluster 
percentage y and doping percentage z for different proposed values of the solubility 
limit. 
In order to study how sensitive are the values of x, y and z depending on the 
choice of solubility limit, these values were calculated by Equations 4.2, 4.12 and 4.13 
based on the mulit-layer R B S fitting models. Table A 2 below lists the values (in 
percentages) of xi, x, yi, y and z for the Co-implanted TiO? which nominal dose is 3.3 x 
10i6 cm-2 (refer to Fig. 4.4). 
Table A2: A table showing the values of xi, x, yi, y and z dependent on different 
proposed values of the solubility limit. 
Solubility limit in xi ( % ) x ( % ) y i ( % ) y (%) 
the 广 layer (%) 
8 18.6 7.32 11.5 1.82 5.5 
9 18.6 7.32 10.6 1 . 6 7 一 5.65 
10 18.6 7.32 9.6 1.52 5.8 一 
11 18.6 7.32 8.5 1.36~~ 5.96 
12 18.6 7.32 7.5 1.19 6.13 
It should be noted that the values of Xi and x are independent of the solubility limit. 
If the solubility was increased, the percentage of Co clusters (y) would decrease but the 
percentage of C o doping (z) would increase linearly (Fig. A3). In this study, 10% was 
employed as the solubility limit in the first layer of the sample. A ±2% in the solubility 
would only induce ±0.33% in both x and y. 
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Fig. A3: A linear relationship between the doping percentage of the total implanted 
region and the solubility limit. 
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Appendix V: Determination of sample area: 
A n electronic balance with sensitivity of 0.0001 g was used to weigh the mass of 
the samples first. By neglecting the mass contribution from the thin film, the mass of 
the whole sample is assumed to be equal to the mass of its Si substrate. The area of the 
sample (in c m ) is then defined by 
Pt 
where m is the mass of the sample; 
p is the density of Si (= 2.322 g/cm^); 
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